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The Department of Energy (DOE) is pleased to submit comments on the 10 CFR 60
" Technical Criteria for Regulating Geologic Disposal (of) High-Level Radio-
retive Waste" which were published as an Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
in the Federal Register on May 13, 1980, 45FR94, pages 31393 through 31408.
Our comments are provided as three enclosures as follow:

1. Enclosure 1 provides the Departments' response to the four specific
questions raised on page 31398 of the Federal Register Notice.

2. Enclosure 2 addresses major concerns identified in the course of our
review and which we feel merit detailed consideration by the staff.

3. Enclosure 3 is a listing of specific comments and recommended revisions,
many of which are editorial in nature or would improve the clarity of
the regulation.

The enclosed comments represent the consensus of technical opinion available
to the Department. In addition to the consolidated comments noted above, we
cre transmitting, verbatim, input we have received from a number of recognized
cxperts which we recommend for your consideration. These experts are R. Ellison
of D' Appolonia, I. Remson of Stanford University, H. Ross of the University of
Utah Research Institute, G. Pinder of Princeton University, F. Parker of
Vanderbilt University, N. Cook of the University of California and J. Bird
cf Cornell University.

During our review of the draft technical criteria it became apparent that the
staff has expended significant effort in developing the proposed regulation.
Consequently, our review has been chiefly directed towards identifying those
creas where technical or interpretative ambiguities exist; where requirements
eppear excessive without an associated benefit to the public health and safety;
where numerical criteria are suggested which have no supportive basis that
we are aware of; or where implementation of the criteria would be difficult
or impossible due to conflicting requirements or state-of-the-art limitations.
Additionally, there are a number of instances in the draft technical criteria ,

where we believed that design details and other limiting specifications (for )
cxample, hoist design) are being considered by the Commission when detailed
design considerations are more appropriately within the purview of the
Department for ultimate review by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff.
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The considerations addressed in the draft technical criteria are in general
compatible with these currently being applied by the Department in its site
evaluation and preliminary design activities although the application of the

_

criteria causes some concern. The Department's approach has been extensively
documented in its Statement of Position (DOE /NE-0007) submitted in support of
the Waste Confidence Rulemaking. The licensing process to which the Department
will be subject, including SAR/ER submittal and review, should provide an
ccceptable forum for evaluation of the Department's approach to overall
repository safety. Consequently, we feel it necessary to take exception in
those cases where the Department's responsibility to demonstrate safety would
cppear to be preempted by the NRC staff or where adequate flexibility is not
c11 owed. These concerns are more specifically discussed in Enclosure 2.

We will be pleased to discuss the enclosed comments with the NRC staff at your
convenience.

Sincerely,

W
Sheldon Meyers
Deputy Assistant Secretary

for Nuclear Waste Management

3 Enclosures
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Encicsura 1

RESPONSES TO FOUR PARTICULAR QUESTIONS
i (Page 31398)

Question 1:

Does the list of considerations above clearly, adequately, and fully identify the
relevant issues involved in dispossl on HLW7

Response:

The list of considerations does identify many key issues, but does not address
them with sufficient clarity. There was an apparent emphasis on exhaustively
listing items believed to be important by the staff. The actual importance of
meeting the criteria, relative to safety, was not explained. For example
60.122(b) lists what the staff perceives to be "pctentially advnese" conditions
with no parallel attempt to explain why each item was stated.

Clarity suffers from both the organization and the writing style.

The " Nature of the Problem" is defined by listing five problem areas and six
underlying principles. Seven considerations are then listed and comments
requested on four questions. The draft technical criteria include eight
active sections which do not appear to relate to the considerations introduced
in the preanble.

The connection between the subtitles of the discussion of " Considerations" and
the material discussed is difficult to understand. Subsection (1) " Systems
Approach" is the basic " defense-in-depth" concept with which many are more
familiar; Subsection (2) reads like design-basis events; Subsection (3) is an
enlargement of (1) and might better be a part of it. Subsections (4) and (5)!

are ambiguous as written. We assume that under (4) Commission staff was trying
to comment on whether one could identify " fatal flaws" that would exclude sites
from consideration and, conversely, whether one could identify inclusionary
attributes. It seems the issue of siting criteria remains open and is not yet
to be specifically addressed. In fact, however, the technical criteria do
include siting criteria. In (5), Codification of Models, the staff appears to
be attempting to come to grips with how much weight is to be given to the use
of predictive models and whether specific models should be specified. The
treatment given this subject does not clarify the issue. The codification of
specific models at this stage of development for both models and criteria is
pr emature.

The supplementary Information section is not worded clearly. The following is
quoted from discussion on " Codification of Models" (p. 31397) as an example:

"If one views the realization of our understanding in geologic
disposal from successively more nearly complete and accurate
qualitative descriptions of the observed phenomena in question
through more precise and semiquantitative and quantitative
epproximations where uncertainties are better understood and
can be treated mathematically, to an elegant theory embodied
in a mathematical description which represents a culmination
of human thought, the present state of modeling for geologic
repositories is closer to qualitative than quantitative."

.
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f The major problem with the Supplementary Information is the apparent inadequacy
! of the trescaent relative to the criteria themselves. Ibre importantly, the

| background section does not provide support for the criteria. For example, the
| numerical requirements in the Performance Objectives (60.111) are totally
| unsuppo rted . Prior to issuing a proposed rule, it is imperative that the bases

and rationale be fully illuminated. Also, as noted above, there is little or
no correlation between the organization of this section and the criteria them-

| selves.
!

Question 2:

Would a rule structured alc 4 the lines of the referenced draft rule reasonably
deal with issues in an appropriate manner?

Response:

The basic structure of Subparts E-I-is appropriate, however, many changes to
the contents are needed. More importantly the bases and rationale should be
structured in a manner consistent with the structure of the rule.

Question 3:
|

In light of the fact that EPA has the responsibility and authority to set the
generally applicable environmental standard for radiation in the environment
from the disposal of HLW, with what factors / issues should an NRC environmental
impact statement on technical criteria deal?

Response:

The NRC EIS should address alternative approaches to regulating repositories
| (e.g., no requirements on individual elements of the system, qualitative

requirements instead of quantitative requirements, etc.), environmental impacts
j of complying with the rule as presented compared to the alternatives, and cost
' benefit analyses of complying with the rule compared to the alternatives.

It should also address the trade off between potential decreases in long term
Lnpacts versus the actual increases in present day Lapacts resulting from the
extensive site characterization requirements.

| Question 4:

What are the environmental Lapacts of criteria constructed in accordance with
the above cited principles? What alternative criteria exist and what are their
impacts?

- Response:

Environmental and cost Lapacts will be associated with the requirement to
characterize multiple sites at depth (44FR70410), the requirement to design
to preserve the optien to retrieve for 50 years after emplacement, and the
requirement to utilize a 1000-year waste package. Alternative critaria are
proposed in the ONWI 33(1) through 33(4) series and in the Department's
Statement of Position for the NRC Waste Confidence Rulemaking.

.-
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Enc 1couro 2

MAJOR ISSUES

IA. STANDARD OF PROOF

The staff apparently recognizes in 60.111, Performance Objectives, that it
is impossible to prove with certainty that the perfor:sance objectives will
be met in the far_ future. Thus the phrase " reasonable assurance" is used
in conjunction with several of these criteria. It would be useful to

,

provide, possibly in the statement of considerations, a discussion of the
standard of proof implied -by." reasonable assurance". The Commission should
also provide guidance relative to the time over which reasonable assurance
of isolation must be provided. The Department has proposed an objective of

i 10,000 years as indicated in its Statement of Position on the Confidence
Rulemaking. We propose that a 10,000 year requirement be set by the
Commission in' this regulation as a performance objective for the repository.

B. TRANSURANIC WASTES

Although this document is titled " Technical Criteria for Regulating Geologic
~

Disposal High-Level Radioactive Waste", there are references to TRU wastes.*

.it is asstuned that the references are included to address the disposal of TRU
waste in a HLW repository. However, we believe' this point should be addressed
to eliminate the potential inference that these criteria would be applicable to
a repository containing only TRU waste. In addition, with the exception of
the footnote on page 31400, it is not. clearly stated whether the criteria apply
to HLW, to TRU waste, or to both.,

It might be. appropriate that all references to TRU waste requirements be deleted
from -10 CFR 60 and made the subject of a separate regulation.

&

! C. CONTAINMENT FOR 1000 YEARS

Paragraph 60.11de) - Performance.of Required Barriers and Engineered Systems
,

requires that both the waste package and the underground facility be designed
to provide reasonable assurance that radionuclides will be contained for
at leastx1,000 years after decommissionin3 There is no basis given in the
criteria or in the Supplanentary Information to support the selection'of<

1,000 years. The -discussion under "1. Lifetime of the Repository" discusses
a period which "begins following closure of the. repository, and will persist
for the time that the relatively short-lived fission products dominate the

'

hazard". The Department agrees with the concept of containment during this
fission product period as reflected in the " Statement of Position of the
' United States Department of Energy, DOE /NE-0007, April 15, 1980, in the

r Proposed-Rule'aking on the Storage and Disposal of Nuclear Waste. In that
document, the Department identifies'as Performance Objectives 1 (p.II-7):

" Waste containment within the immediate vicinity of
initial placement should be virtually complete during
the period when radiation and thermal output are
-docinated by.fiscion. product decay. Any loss of
containment should be a gradual process which results
-.ir.very small fractional. waste inventory release
rates extending over very lor.g release times, i.e.,
catastrophic losses of containment should not occur".

-
_
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However, if 1,000 years is intended to represent this period where the hazard
is dominated by the fission products, we believe that it is excessive. Several
organizations have developed curves of the relative contributions of actinides
and fission products to the radioactivity, decay heat or hazard index of radio-
active waste. For example, EPA 520/4-79-007A, " Technical Support of Standards
for High-Level Radioactive Waste Management, Volume A, Source Term Characterization"
Figures A-4 through A-23 present curves of radioactivity, decay heat generation
and untreated dilution index.for the cases of a PWR throwaway cycle, PWR UO2~
cycle and mixed oxide cycle. The following table was derived from Figures A-4,
A-5, and A-6 of that report.

Fraction of Total Contributed by Fission Products
ih PWR throwaway cycle

Decay Time in Years Relative Value of Relative Value of Untreated Dilution Index
From Discharge Radioactivity Decay Heat (" Hazard")

100 0.5 0.286 1.0

300 0.18 0.02 8.3 x 10 3
-3

500' 1.5 x 10-3 9.0 x 10-4 3.8 x 10

-3
1000 1.0 x 10-3 3.5 x 10'4 1.4 x 10

Based on this table it can be seen that whether the concern is radioactivity,
' decay heat, or hazard, the fission products no i snger dominate at 300 years.
It is recognized that other studies have produced sarying results due to
the input _ parameters assumed (burn up, etc.). We are not aware, however, of
any calculations that indicate that the hazard is dominated by fission products
beyond 300-500 years, let alone 1000 years. Even using the assumption that
fission products have decayed to insignificant levels (less than 0.001 of
original value) after 10 half-lives, and that cesium-137 and strontium-90 (both
having half lives of about 30 years) are the dominant fission products, 300
. years containment would appear to be more supportable than 1000 years.

The bases assumed by the staff for assigning the apparently arbitrary 1000 year
containnent period are not clear and we recommend that this question be
reexamined in the light of the potential benefits that could accrue.

D. ONE PART IN ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND ANNUAL RELEASE RATE

Paragraph 60.111(c)(3)(1) specifies the annual release rate from the repository
but does not provide any basis or justification for the value given. Since
this release rate will be a direct contributor to the release to the bicsphere,
it should be related to the EPA criteria and to the state-of-the-art rather
than stated as an a priori number. Also, it is not clear how long that release
rate must be maintained (100,000 years?) or where the boundary of the "under-
ground facility", at- which the release is to be evaluated, i s located. It must
be noted that compliance with this criterion, as well as the other performance
objectives, must be demonstrated by predictive calculations and cannot be
" proven".

..

_
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E. RETRIEVABILITY

Paragraphs. 60.111(a)(3) and .60.135 require that the repository be designed so
~

that the option remains open to retrieve the waste for up to 50 years after
termination of waste emplacement. The basis for this period of time is not

,

presented. In fact, the meaning of the word "retrievability" is not clear.
We certainly agree that a specific tLae period, during which retrievability or
recoverability will have to be maintained, should be specified. "Re trievability"

haplies that canisters can be retrieved as easily as they were anplaced,
whereas " recoverability" implies that waste canisters may be recovered intact
although requiring removal of backfilled material to do so. The exact period
of tLne during which retrievability or recoverability should be maintained
should not be specified now but should be established only after more Laformation>

is available on the phenomena of concern. It may very well be that the required
period of retrievability will depend upon and vary according to the geologic
medium and environment in.which a repository will be placed.

We are not sure what the present rule intends concerning backfilling of the,

rooms. We accept the premise that containers should be placed so that they
are recoverable intact. However, the rule should not preclude early back-
filling of the repository rooms. We believe that sufficient information is
not yet available to specify the exact time at which backfilling of repository
passages should take place. Backfilling would provide improved conditions*

,

for maintaining operational safety. Also, the lesser amount of waste rock
that would need to be recoved ' from the repository if backfilling were permitted
during operation would reduce the environmental impact of any spoils pile on
the surface. Maintaining the rooms in an open, ventilated condition for long*

periods would amount to storage and would, in effect, pass the responsibility
for disposal to future generations. Several initial options exist in approching
backfilling. For example, one option would be to backfill a representative
number of rooms after loading them with waste. This would allow a productive
monitoring program to begin. Af ter the initial monitoring period, backfilling
.could be done for all of the rooms as they are filled with waste. Therefore we
believe that specific time periods for maintaining retrievability or recover-
ability should not be specified at this time. Rather, the Commission should
consider stating that such specific time periods will be established at the
time of repository licensing depending upon the conditions at the proposed
site.

- The Supplementary Information states that "it might be desirable to postpone any
irreversible (or not ' easily reversible) decisions until the maximum amount of
reasonably obtainable information about how well the repository is functioning and
can be expected to function and contain and isolate the waste for periods of time*

requirei 4.a+ han0". However, there is no discussion of how this leads to 50
years after termin4 tion of waste emplacement nor is there any discussion of
negative aspects o.? postponing this decision.

,
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F. TREATMENT OF UNCERTAINTIES (P.~31395)
~

While we . agree' that there are many uncertainties associated with the geologic
'

disposal of high-level radioactive waste, this section fails to put them into.

perspective. Too little recognition is given to the ability to bound the issues
! - or problems.- The end ' result is the Lapression of very little confidence in the
; conclusion that.the ge'ologic| repository concept is viable. We believe the

. situation.in regard to treatment of uncertainties is as noted in the following!

quotation from the Department's: Statement of Position on in the Waste Confidence
3-
; Rulamaking ( p. . II-299):

"The conservative approach adopted by the Department is
lased upon a step-wise approach to system development'

and implementation,- a multibarrier system for radionulcide'

. containment and isolation, and appropriate design and1

I opera' ting margins to compensate for uncertainties.

Proceeding in a cautious, step-wise manner in the
development and Laplementation of waste disposal
systems adds assurance that the best available

,

< . _ information is :onsidered in reaching decisions and
irreversible impacts are minimized. The use of
multiple independent natural and man-made barriers
against unste release minimizes the Lnpacts of'

potential disruptive forces by avoiding undue reliance:

on any given' barrier. The use of appropriate design
and operating margins provides assurance that residual'

j uncertainties inherent in disposal systems are com-
pensated for. Integration of scientific peer review

| into the' program adds further assurance that the waste
disposal objectives will be met. The Department's
approach insures that the best available pertinent
information will be considered in reaching _ decisions

and _ that a high confidence in safety will be attained
:.in spite of residual uncertainties in data, modeling,

or future conditions."
i
; G. HUMAN INTRUSION
,

This discussion of human intrusion (p. 31398) identifies many problems and their
j lack of resolution. - The rule should provide incentives for developing measures
' to decrease the probability or consequences of future human intrusion. It should

clearly differentiate between active (institutional) controls and passive measures
,-

(e.g., markers, tell-tales, etc.) . It should also recognize that avoidance -of
. _

resources is a weak argument against future intrusion. Resources are largely
detennined by technology, i~.e., our| ability to use the resources. We do not know
what future technological needs may be. The emphasis should be on communicating

_'' knowledge of the repository's existence to future-generations such that
inadvertent intrusion is avoided. - Merely avoiding present resources provides

. little or no assurance. We intend .to develop a position paper on this subject to
_

use ' to initiate a dialog with the Commission' staff.
.

A
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H. SITING REOUIREMENTS

The overall tone of the background material contained as " Supplementary
Information" seems to indicate that geology, or the characterization of
geology, will be insufficient to provide confidenc2 that isolation can
be achieved without additional engineered barriers. The extreme emphasis
on " uncertainties" seems to indicate a negative approach to the problem
of site selection and characterization.

The siting requirements themselves are structured in a negative way. There
is an extensive list of adverse conditions, the_ presence of which means pre-

sumption of unacceptability. This is followed by a section saying that the
presumption can be rebutted by demonstrating a number of things including
the presence of ' favorable characteristics. A later section lists some of
these favorable characteristics.

The regulation should be focused on repository performance. Each criterion
should have a safety or environnental basis which is broadly applicable.

_

Also, criteria must be compatible. These conditions seem to be lacking through
the present draft. For example, literal interpretation of 560.122(g) would
appear to require that the repository buffer zone be permeated by tunnels for
in situ testing and to require shafts and a tunnel I km below the repository
for the same purpose. Not only is such information of questionable value and
very costly to obtain, but' the act of obtaining the information could likely
render the proposed formation unsuitable.

I. GEOLOGIC SIMPLICITY .

The entire Supplemental Information section stresses geologic simplicity as
a very Lnportant characteristic of a site without clearly explaining what is
meant by the term. While we agree that geologic simplicity is a desirable
characteristic, it is not the most Lnportant attribute of a site. The most
Laportant attribute of a natural barrier is that it works, not that it is
mechanistically or descriptively simple. The prime purpose of the geologic
setting is to contain the waste, and not to facilitate the licensing process.
The geologic complexity of a site is' based on two factors: (1) the real
geologic system and (2) the apparent complexity created by our own inability
to comprehend the system. As we learn about these systems the perceived
complexity will change. In addressing this problem in the development of
criteria, it is critical that -the capability of the geologic setting to
contain the waste be given a higher priority than the simplicity of the
systen.

The requirenent in 60,122(a)(1) does put- geologic simplicity in its proper
perspective and that approach should be reflected in the supplemental
info rmation.

J. DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS VERSUS PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

In| some sections of the document, specific design solutions to problems rather
than technical criteria or performance objectives are stated. Specific examples
of this are 60.132(c)(9)(v) wnich states "If aquifers or water-bearing structures
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are encountered during construction then the Department must use pregrouting in
advance of excavation", and 60.132(c)(6)(ii) which states "The Department shall
design hoists with mechanically geared lowering devices that preclude cage free
f all" . While these may be appropriate designs in some cases, they are not the
only solutions to the anticipated problem and may not be the best solutions. The
regulation should state criteria not designs. The Department will design to
meet the criteria and the NRC staff will have the opportunity to review the
design and discuss, with the Department, alternative designs and their relative
merits.

!

!
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Enclosure 3

SPECIFIC RECOM" ENDED CHANGES

A. 60.2 DEFINITIONS

1. NRC Proposed Wordinc:

" Aquifer" - means a distinct hydrogeologic unit that readily
transmits water and yields significant quantities of waste
to wells or springs.

Recommended Revision:

" Aquifer" - means a layer of rock or soil which is relatively
more permeable than the nearby layers above or below and
through which water flows. In an aquifer, the yield to wells
is generally considered to be more than 1/3 gallon per minute.

Rationale:

Words like "significant" can lead to endless debate in the
licensing process. |

2. NRC Proposed Wording:

" Container" - means the first major sealed enclosure that
holds the waste form.

Recommended Revision:

" Canister" - means the innermost sealed enclosure that holds
the waste form.'

Rationale:

Canister is the more commonly used term. The term "first"
is unclear depending on whether one is counting from the
outside or the inside,

i

e
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3. URC prososed L'Ordin;:

" Decommissioning" - means final backfilling of subsurface facili-
ties, sealing of shafts, and decontamination and dismantlement of
surface facilities.

Recommended Revision:

" Decommissioning" - means removai from active operational usage
including decontamination and/or dismantlement.

Rationale:

Decommissioning should be differentiated from isolation.

4. UR; Froposed L'ordin;: ,

" Disposal" - means permanent emplacement within a storage space
with no intent to retrieve for resource values.

Recorrended Revision:

Delete "for resource values".
I

Rationale:

The te * " permanent emplacement" earlier in the definition ir-If there is intent
plies no intent to retrieve for any reason.to retrieve, the term " storage" rather than " disposal" would,

i

apply, and emplacement would not necessarily be " permanent".
Although the capability to retrieve will be maintained through
the operational phase, there is no intent to retrieve unless re-
quired for safety.

5. NRC proposed k'ording: |

" Expected processes and events" - means these natural processes . |
- or events that are likely to degrade the engineered elements of

the geologic repository during a given period after deconmissioning.
As used in this part, expected processes and events do not include
human intrusion.

Recommended Revision:

Change " degrade" to " occur and act up:n". 1

I

h
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Ratior. ale:

The definition of " expected processes and events" is limited to
these processes or events" that are likely to degrade the engineered
elements..." Since this is a much narrower definition than would
normally be ascribed to the term " expected processes and events",
either the term should be made more specific and descriptive, or
its definition should be more general for consistency with nor-
mal usage.

6. NRC Proposed Wording:
,

" Floodplain" - means the lowland and relatively flat areas ad-
joining inland and coastal waters including flood prone areas of
offshore islands including, at a minimum, that area subject to a
one percent or greater chance of flooding in any given year.-

Recommended Revisior.:

Use a different word than floodplain.

Rationale:

This definition does not correspond with the standard meaning of
" floodplain" as used by other government agencies (EPA). Suggest
another term covering all areas susceptible to flooding, e.g.,
"fl oodprone" .

7. HRC Proposed Wording:

" Geologic repository operations area" - means a HLW facility that
is part of a geologic repository, including both surface and sub-
surface areas, where waste handling and emplacement activities are
conducted.

Reconcended Revision:

Redefine to address TRU disposal also, if appropriate.

Rationale:

See major comments.

8. NRC ~ Proposed Wordin;:

"Important to safety" with reference to structures, systems, and
components, means those structures, systems, and components that
provide reasonable. assurance that radioactive waste can be received,
handled, and stored without undue risk to the health and safety
of the public.

o

.
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Recer. ended Revisien:

"Important..." means those structures, systers, and components
that prevent or mitigate events that could cause unreasonable
risk to the health .and saf ety of the public due to release of
radioactive raterial.

Rationale:

To be consistent with 60.171(b).

9. NRC Procosed Wordir;:
affecting" Stability" - reans the rate of natural processes

the site during the recent geologic cast are relatively low
and will' not significantly change durinn the next 10,000 years.

Reconrended Revisic-:

" Stability" is a relative terr indicating that the rates of
natural processes such as erosion and faulting are so 10,.
that their effect will not jeooardize isolation of tne waste.
Tnis is deterrined by'reasuring the present rates of those

and, by geologic evidence, deducing the rates 1rprocesses
effect durine the recent ceologic past.

Ratier.ak -

Specifying 10,000 years is useful and reasonable, but the
teres above are screwhat subjective. It is also recontended
that the regulation stipulate the first 10,000 years as the
period over which reasonable assurance of isolation be pro-
vided (i.e., consister.t with DOE's proposed objectives as
set forth in its Stater.ent of Position in the Conficerce
Rulenating)

)
10. NRC Procesed Wording:

i

" Transuranic wastes" or "TRL wastes" - means radioc:t i c
wa * .-ent2ininr; alpha eritting transuranic eierents,
with' radioactive half-lives greater than one year, in ;

j

excess of 10 nanocuries per grar. ,

i

|
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Fecor. rended Revisior:-

a. Insert "other tnan FLY" af ter ' radioactive was s

b. ' Delete numerical definition of 10 nanocuries per gra .

Rationale:
,

a. Clarity

b. Numerical _ definitions for TRU wastes are being forrulated
by EPA and NRC regulations would more appropriately refle::
the EPA definition. Vhile DOE regulations use 10 nanoturiet
per gram to define the level above wtich TRC-contar.ina:e:
wastes will not be erplaced in shallow land burial, a re i
precise evaluation of this lirit is underway which r.ay lea
to a redefinitior..

11, N:.; Pgoosed W:-rcir.::

" Underground facility' - means tr.e civil engineered structure,
including backfill re:erials, bu: not includin; seals, in whi:-
waste is empla:ed.

.R_e_c_onrenced Revi s i or -

Cr.ac.;a " civil" t: " subsurface'.

Rationale:

Clarity.

12. Definitior.s should be added for the following terms which were used
in the regulation:

a. " Institutional Control"
b. "Long Ter "

.c. " Module"

c. " Saturate: Media"
" Site Suitatility", (Con:rast witn " Site / Facility A::e;ta:ility')e.

f. " Quaternary" (previde spe:ific ler.;th of tire)

g. " Vat:se Zore"

|.

I
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E. 63.101 PUEF EE

1. 60,101(e)

NRC Precosed Wordir.;_:

(e) The requirements and conoitions in subsequent sections assureThe Comnission does netthat disposal will be in saturated redia.
intend to exclude disposal in the vadose zone or any other method
by promulgating these criteria; however, different criteria may
neeo to be developed to license o:ner cisposal ce: nods.

Recommended Revisien:

Rewrite or delete.
.

Rational =:

This seems unduly restrictive and raises cuestions as to what 6

actually constitutes a sa:urated redium and as to whether tneso
criteria apply to salt de;: sits.

C. 60.111 PERFORMA*;;E 05.'ECTIVE:

60.lll(c) Performanes o' Reasired Earriers and Engineered Systers1.

NRC Proocsed 'W:-din;:

(1) Waste Pa:La:s
La;ss so that there isThe Department snall design waste pa:

reasonable assuran:e tnat racions lides will be contained1,003 yea-s af e de:orrissioningfer at least the firs:
and for as icn; tnereafter as is reasonatly a:nievable given

varicas waterexpe::ed pro: esses and events as weil a:
flow con:itions in:iudin; full ce partial saturation of
the uncergroand fa:ilit .

(2) Unce-grounc Facili::.

The Departmen; shall design the un:erground fa:ility to
provice reasonable assuran:e cf tne following:

(i) An environrer.: fer tre waste pt:kages tna; promote:
of Faragrapn 60.lll(c)(1) above underthe achieveren

conditions resultin; from expected prc: esses and events.

(ii) ~ Containr.ent of all radionu:lides for the first 1,000
years aft.er decon .issioning cf the geclogic repository
operations area and as long tnereafter as is reasona:1y
achievable, assuring expe:ted events act processes ar.d|

that some of the waste' dissolves so:n after de:oncissionin;.'
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(3) Overall Perfercar.:e of the En;ineered Syster After Cc-tair e :

The Department shall design the engineered system to previde
reasonable assurance that:

(i) Starting 1,033 years after de:orr.issioning of the geclo;i: '

repository o;erations area, the radionuclides presen:
in HLW will be released from tne underground facility
at an annual rate that is as lo< as reascnably achievarle
and is in no case grea:er tnan an annual rate of one
part in one nundre: thousand cf tne total a:tivity
present in HLW witnin the uncerground facility 1,0;]
years after ceco missioning assuming expected pro: esses
and events.

(ii) Starting at decorissioning radion;:lices present in
TP.U waste will be released at a rate that is as lo..
as reasonably achievable and is in no case greater
than one part in one hundred thousand cf the :::al
activity present in TRU waste within the underground
facility at tne tir.e of decor.issio'ning assumin;a
expectec pro; esses and ever.ts.

Recomended Revisier.:

Throughout, chance "1,000 years af ter erplacerent" to aa. value which can be mere readily supported by technical
analysis. (As noted in general coments, 300 years see s
to represent a r. ore aporcoriate perice.)

b. In (2)(ii) delete all after " processes".

In (3)(ii) add " annual" before " rate".c.

d. In (3)(i) and (ii) indicate the tire frame over which thc
release rate shculd be maintained.

In (3)(i) and (ii) the "one part ir. one hundred thousand"e.
should either be substantiated with a technical basis,
re: laced with a value which car be substartiated, or le#t

Clarification should be provided as to thequalitative.
boundary across which the release is ressured (e.g., er.tef
into aquifer) and how coe;1iance can be prover.

Rationale:

a. (i) The rationale for a different value is dicsussed
under Major Cor: er:s.

(ii). As noted in 60.111(a)(3) the option exists not to
close the repository for SC years a%er tertrination
of waste erpla:e e- :eratiers. This ra'res the
time of decer.'-issioning very uncertain when the first
waste is er"placed.
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b. The 1 cst phrase is to: vague to be useful in a regulaticr.

Consisten:y with (3)(i). The tire frame is not stated. Such
c. rates are likely to vary with time.

DOE knows of no basis fer either pro :algating that rate in
terms of safety gained or for believing that ccepliance withd.

that rate could be proven in a licensir; proceedin;.

60.lll(c)(4) Performance of the Geologic Environment2.

NR: prooosed Wordin :

The Department shall provide reasonable assuran:e that tne(i) degree of stability exhibited tsv the geologic environment
at present will no. significanGy decrease over tre lang tem.

The Department shall provide reasonable assurance that the(ii) site exhibits properties which prom,te isolation and that
their capability to innitit the migration of radionuclides
will not significantly decrease over the long term.

The Departrent shall provide reasonable assurance that thc-

hydrologic and ge::hemical properties of the host rock andsurrounding confinin; units will provide radienuclide travel
(iii)

times to the accessible environment of at least 1,000 years
assuming xpectec processes and events.e

Recomended Revisi:t:
Replace "over

In (c)(4)(i) change " decrease" to " degrade".
the long tem" with "for the first 10,000 years".a.

b. Delete (c)(4)(iii).

Rationale:
-

Additionally, references in this proposed 10CFRt,-
Clarity.
to changes in artient conditions as " unfavorable" need to bea.

considered in terms of se e faverable, static arbient referera
That is, degradation per se is not relevant, per-condition.formance degradaticn beyor.d so-e critical value is relevant -

Clarity would be ennanced by usin; 10,000 years (consistent
with f 60.2 definition cf "sta:ility'"; in place of the more sut-
jective "long terr' .
This item notes that the host rock will provide radionu:lide
travel time to the aceassiola environrent of at least 1,0Zb.

Why a time restriction of,

years' assuming expected events.Tne principal peint of waste isolation is missed
1,000 years?The effectiveness cf is:1ation must be related to riskhere.
criteria and dose to man predictions.'

,

- - _ _
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63.121 SITE A'43 Em'IRO';S OWNERSHIP A':0 C0';TET_O.

General:

This section appears to recognize that permanent markers and re:ords
will last longer than the 100 year institutional control period.
There needs to be a clear definition cf what credit can be taken fermarkers and records, but we agree that it is n:t appropriate to c:
it at this time.

E. 60.122 SITING REOUIP.EMENTS_'

1. 50.122(a)(2)

NRC Procosed Wordin;:_

The Departme'nt shall investigate ard evalue:e the natcral
conditions and human activities that can reasona:ly be
expected to affer* the design, construction, operaticr.,
and de:onsissioning of the geologic repository ope-aticr.s

The natural conditions include geologic, tectonic,f

The Department shall evaluatearea.

hydrologic, and climatic process.the stability of the geolocic repository and the isolation o~i

! radionuclides after decom.issionin;.

The Depar'tment shall condt- t investigations on the(i)
order of 100 kilometers ht rizontal radius from the
_ geologic repository operatior.s area.

The Department shall emphasize those natural conditicr.s.

active anytime since the start of the Quaternary Period(ii)
| in their investigations.
|

The department shall emphasize the first 10,000 years|

| (iii) following de:ommissionine in their predi fier. of cnam;es
| in natural concitions and the perferr.an:e cf tne gesic;i:
| repository.
I

Reconr. ended Revisi:n:
"The Department shall conda:t investigatic s!

Change (i) to:throughout the area and volume of the ge logic and by:r:1:;i:L
a.

environment which may affe:t or be affe:ted oy the geol gi|

| repository to assure that tre 1e:al site conditions areThe level of dettii

compatible with tne regional settin;. investigated at ea:h distan:e from the geologic operaticesi

| area shall be connensurate with the importan:e of data
.

!

at that location."
!
!

|

I

!
,
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b. Cnange (ii) te: "The Departrert shdll docunent these natur!'.
cro: esses a::ive durint tre 0;arternary Perio: in their
investiga tier.s .

In (iii) insert "and extrapolatice" after " prediction".c.
Subsection (iii) is a very significant principle and
should be elevated to a major performance objective.

Rationale:

a. The area to be investigated is site depencent. Clearly there
is no need to do investigations beyond a defined connectior
to the accessible environrent. Also the level of detail at
the outer lir.its of the investiga:io. does not necessarily
have to be as intense as at the site itself.

-b. Cla rity. Cor.ditior.s are n:t acti.c.

c. Cor?leteness. Also, the princiole of 10,000 years beinc tne
most significar.: tire cf interes- is very important ar.
should be erchasized.

2. 60.122(a|(3 (ii) ar.: (iii)
NRC Proposed Wordir;:

(ii)
Demons -aticr. of :.e statility cf the geologic repository
af ter de:om:issicr.f r.g.

(iii) Demonstra:icn of the isolatior. of radionuclides from
the accessible er.virer.re after de:onrissioning.

Recommended Revisien:

Repla:e the word "De Onstratic '' in ea:h serten:e with " Prediction,"
.

and add the phrase " base: up;n the state-of- ne-art," to the
end of ea:n sententa.

Rationale:

.One cannot demonstrate the fu ;re,.ba: one can precict future processes
t0 varying degrees based co:r. state-cf-tre-art tecnniques.

.

3 60.122(a)(4)

NRC Propcsed Wordin;:

The Department shall evaluate reasona:ly likely future variations
na turalin the site chara::eristi:s wnien may result fro

processes, human activities, c:nstructier, cf the repository,
_or. waste / rock / water intera::icns.,

I;
s

w
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Re:c- er.ded Revisi:--

insert "thermomechanical and physico:hemical" before " waste /
,

ro:k/ water".'

I Rationale:

Clarity.

4. 60.122(a)(E)
,

NRC Prooosed k'ordine:

The Deoarte.er.t shall validate analyses and modeling of future
conditions and changes in site characteristics using field tests,;

in situ tests, field-verified laceratory tests, m:nitoring data,
or natural analo; studies.

Recorended Revisic.:

Insert "to the extent practicable" after " characteristics".a.

t. Delete "fielc-verified'

Ratio.aie:

Tne Su;;lementary Information se: tion recognized tne dif fic'sitiesa.
er.: cur. ered ir,salidatio.

Meaningful field verifications of laboratory tests are nott.
always possible wi;r.in a "real-tire" period.

5. 60.122(a)(7)
/N:.: Propcsed k'ordir;:

shall continuously verify and assess any chan;e1The Departr.en:
in site conditions which pertain to whether the performan:e
obje:-ives will be met.

;

Reco :. ended Revisi: :
.

Change " continuously" to " continue to". \

.Rationalt:

Continuously means without interruption.
~

-
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6. 60.122(a)(8)

NEC Procesed Wordine:

The Department shall perform a resource assessment for the regierine De:ar -within 100 km of the site using available information.
cer.: shall include estimates of both known and undiscovered der: sitsof all resources that (1) have been or are being exploited or (2)
have nct been exploited but are exploitable under present tech-

Tne Departrent shall estimate
nology and market conditions. undiscovered deposits by reasonaole inference based on geologich

anc geophysical informatfor.. Tne Departmant shall estimate botThe estimate of negross and net value of resource deposits.
value sna11 take into account development, extraction and mar-
keting costs.

Re:orrended Revisior:

Change " undiscovered dep sits" to " potential reserves' ,a.

b. Delete "both gross ar.d'.

Char.;e " net" tc " fair market'.c.
.

R'atienai s :

It is impossible to assess undiscovered deposits, but isa.
com :n to es.tirate p ter.tial reserves.

Gross value is irrelevar.t if extraction or marketing costsb. make it impractical to devei:;.

Fair marlet is a more use'ul term than net value in this case.c.
:

7. 6:.122(a)(9)
,

KE" Procosed Wordin;:

The De;artment shall determine by aporo;riate analyses the extent
of the volume of rock within whicn tne ge: logic framework, grour.d
water flex, ground water che.ristry, or geo e:hanical properties
are anticipated to be significartly a#fe:ted by construction c#
the geologic reposito*y or by t.e p-esen:e of the emplaced wastes,In order to
witn emphasis on the tr.ermal icsdi ; Of tre latte .do the analyses required in tnis paragrap. tne De;artment shall
at a minimur condu:t investigations and tests to provide the
following' input data:

.
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(i) The pattern, distribution, and origin of fractures, discontir-
uities, and heterogeneities in the hest rcck and surroundin;
confining units;

(ii) The presence of pctential pathways such as fractures, discontin-
uities, solution features, unsealed faults, breccia pipes, ar.d
other permeable anomalies in the host rock and surrounding con-
fining units;

(iii) The in situ determination of the bulk ceonechanical properties,
pore pressures and ambient stress conditions of the host rock
and surrounding confining units;

(iv) The jn, situ determination of the bulk hydrogeologic properties
of the host rock and surrounding confining units;

The in situ determination of the bulk ceochemical conditions,(v)
partTc~u'larly the recox potential, of the host' rock and surrounding
confining units;

(vi) The in situ determination of the bulk response of the host rock
and E rrounding confining units to the anticipated thermal
loading given the pattern of fractures and other discontinuities
and the heat transfer properties of the rock mass.

As a minimum, the Departnent shall assume that the volur.e will exte*.d
a horizontal distance of 2 kilo eters from the limits of the repositcry
excavation and a vertical distance from the surface to a depth cf
1 kiloneter below the limits of the repositcry excavation.

Recommended Revisior.:
"

a. Delete the last paragraph.

b. In (i) add " statistical" in front of " distribution".
In (i), (ii), and (vi) change the discussion cf fracNres toc.
permeacility.

d. In.(ii) delete "such as...anonalies". )

In (iii), (iv), (v), and (vi) delete "in situ" and add at thee.
end "by in situ, laboratory, and field tests and/or calculation
as practicable".

In (v) change " red:x potential" to "ecuilibriur solubilityf.
sorption data for the waste package and radionuclides".

j

e
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Ra tionale :

If the volume of rock defined at the end of this section isthe volume referred to in the first paragraoh, it is irp0ssitisa.

to assess all of these features throughout the volure (e.g.,
how can fracture patterns one km below the repository horizon

Also, stating a minimum volume, without con-A detailed in situ determinatierbe evaluated).
.

sidering a site, is unrealistic.
of the properties discussed in (i) through (vIT 'c~f ihis sub-

~

section, to a depth of one km below the repository horizon
could possibly compromise the integrity of the system by
introducing potential pathways. for fluid migration where nonek' hat is pertinent to determine, by whateverexisted previously.
means are available, is whstker extensive cer.'irst aquifers
occur below the repository level at depths which could beice depth cf

significantly affected by the waste repository, investigation should be determined by the regional geology.

Mapping the entire volu e is ir.possible.b.

The term " fracture" tells nothing about the ability of the rock
medium to affect waste transport, while permeability dess.c.

Some of the features mentioned such as breccia pipes and
solution features may be less permeable than the surroundingd.

rock.

These items all specify in situ determination of properties.
This is appropriate for many properties but som2 geonechanicale.

(iii) and rest geochemical (v) properties cannot practicallyHowever, the "in sitube subject to "in situ determination". The language
properties" may be determined in tne laboratory.
needs to be cla-ified to allow this.
In addition, the type of teiting and de;th of data should be
a function of parareter sensitivity (how much is warranted),
uncertainty (is mcre data recuired), and rarifications (is
data collection con atible with maintainins a sound structure).
By requiring in situ ceterminations in both hcst rock ar.d sur-
rounding confining units, NF.' is requiring at least twc! and
perhaps many, test facilities to be constructed at each site.
One facility will not be able to propagate therral effects toThis
surrounding rock units in a reasonable time frame.
appears to be an unreasonatie requirement.

There should be some clarificatic- here abcut a-tiert stress
In situ determination is hard to cc for tne hc:tInisconditions.

rock, but imoossible_ for tme surrounding confining units.
should refer to calculational determination of anbient stress
conditions.

)

I
. !

)

L

m- _ _

j
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Resconse of surrounding confining units to anticioated ther 3'
loadir.; cannot be esasured, it can only be calcula:e:. ini

time required for heat to reach surroundino confining units is
very long and therefore it cannot be measured.,

f. Redcx potential is not a unioue property of the rock but is
dependent on the geochemistry, the volute of fluid and the

,

behavior of the waste pactace.!

F. ,60.122(b) PDTENTIA'.LY ADVEP.SE C0!;DITIO::5

1. N;: Prooosed Wordir.;:

The following paragraphs describe human activities or natural con-
ditions whien can adversely affect tne stability of the re;:: sit ry
site, increase the migra:icn of radionuclides from the recository,
or provide pathways to the accessible environrsr.t. The Decartrcr.:
shall cemonstrate whether any of tne potentially adverse hu 1-
activities or natural conditions are present. The Departr,ent shaii
escument all investigations.

The presence of any of the poter.tially adverse human activities
or natural conditions will give rise to a presu~:ption that the
gen cgic repository will not mest the performance objectives.
ine conditior.s and activities in tnis section ap;1y, unless
other.ise stated, to the volu e of rock determined by the Depart-
nent in Paragra;h 60.122(a)(E) above.

le,:om.endedRevisic:
_

Re;; lace "can adversely" with "may have the potential to".
Delete second paragraph.

_R_a_t i c - a l e :

Knether or not the stated conditions are actually of importance
is a catter of speculatier.. The staterer. as writter. is withe t
basis.

These conditions shculd not give rise to the stated presu ;tio..
The last paragraph of the section identifies ways to sho hoo- thej
may be acce;: table. Also, 60.122(a)(E) is an incorrect reference
as it refers to the entire area with a 10: km radius. Presuia:13
(a)(g) is meant.

2. 60.122(b)(1)

N .: Proposed Wordin::

Poter.tially Adverse Human Activities

(i) There is or has been conventional or in situ subsurfa:e.

mining for resources.
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(ii) Except holes drilled for investigations of the geolegi:
repository, there is or has been drilling for whatese-
purp se to depths below the lower lir.it of the accessicit
envi rcnr.sr.:.

(iii) There are resources which are economically exploitable
using existing technology under present market conditier.s.

(iv) Eased on a resource assesscent, there are resources that
have either higher gross or net value than the average fer
other areas of similar size in the region in which tne
geologic repository is located.

(v) There is reasonable potential that failure of hur.an-made '

impoundrents could cause flooding of the geologic repository
operations area prior to decommissioning.

(vi) There is reasonable potential based on existing geologic '

and hydrologic conditions and rethods of construction fe"
construction of large-scale impoundments which may affe::
tne regional ground water flow syster.

(vii) Tnere is indication that present or reasonably anticipata:'.c
huren activities can significantly affect the hydrogeolog';
franework. Human activities include ground water withdraw!it ,
extensive irrigatior., subsurface injection of fluids , undc r-
ground purced storage facilities or underground military
activities.

Recorrended Revisicit-
_

_

In (ii) celete everything after " purpose" and add "at depthsa.
which would acversely affect the subsurface repository volu-t".

b. Delete (iv).

In (vii) charge to read "... activities that would alter thec.
hydrogeologic frarew:et in an unacceptable manner".

Rationale:
'

Mines and boreholes which would not adversely affect thea.
repositery velure should nct preclude the use of a site.
past drilling to above the repcsitory horizon or outside |

|

r

|
|

f
'

x
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the horizontal exter.t of the subsurface workings does n :
impact the stility cf the reo:sitory to isolate wasts!.
Knowr. holes car. be sealed ard c 1.nce- h:les are nct know-
and therefore w:uld not be considered.

This philosophy places too nuch importance on resources
which, as indicated in the ger.eral cen:ents, results in ab.

Tne nature of futureweak argument for proving safe:y.
resource needs is not readily predictable and constar.:iy
changes,

Referring to 60.122(b}(1)(vii), it is conceivable that
some future human activities can have little effe:t er

c.

actually imorove the repository hydrologic frar2n:ri..
Ground water withdrawals frc. closed basins could eliminate

-

Of importance is
a potential water transport capabilit;. .
the significan:e of the change to saf ety.

.

3,60,122(b)(2)

TAC Procosef Wordin;;_

incision since tht
(i) There is eviden:e of extrere be:ro:6state of the Quaternary Period.

There is eviden:e of dissolutioning, such as karst features,(ii) breccia pipes, or insoluble residut .

inere _ is evicer.:e of pec: esses in tr.e candidate area v.'ic". .

could result in structurai et crr.ation in tne velu e c'rc:k such as uplift, diapirism, subsidence, folding, faultir.;,
(iii' #

or fra:ture zones.

The geologic repository ope-atiers a*ea lies within thehas been active since the start(iv)
near fiele cf a fault tna !
of tne Quaternarj Feriod.

There is an area characteri:ed by higher seisr.icity than thatarea in which tnere. v'(
of the surrounding regier. or there is ancor-e' atica.s of earthquakes with
are indicatier.s. based cafeatures, that seismicity may increase
te::cr.i: pro: esses ar.
in the future.
There is eviden:e of intrusive igr.e:us activity since the |(vi) start of tne Quaternary Peri:d.

|

.

%

*.

i g E
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inere is a high and anor.alous geothermal gradient relative(vii) to the regional gestbermai g-a:ien:.

Recomr. ended Revisiert:

General; these features mentioned are merely an inventerWhether er
of natural processes ;-ing on alm:st everywhere.a.

not they matter is part of the site sele:: ion procedure an.
the presumption that they do is a judgerer.t made with bias.esce.
They should be dele:ed cr a technical basis provided to suppor

Clarify tne meanin; cf '~extrere" in (i;.b.
Inser:

In (ii) replace "dissolutionir.;" with " dissolution".c.
" Quaternary" before "dissolutien".

In (iii) insert "Que:ernary tectonic" before processes,d.

Ir. (iv) define "near field".e.

Delete (v) or put an absolute level on seismici y.
f.

In (vi) cele e " intrusive".5

Rationale:

The mea.in; c' "extrere" is subject to wide-ranging inte -
Moreover, this requirement rules out investiga-b.

:ne source of the entrenchrent ar.d its presert a-dpreta: ions.
The requirement ought to allo..tier ir. :

anticipated state cf activity.
the Department to demonstrate by analysis whether ground-surface lowerin; ct;1d adve-sely affe:t the repository durin;
the required containnent period.

The presen:e of dissciution featu es d:es re t necessarily dis-c

In the case of salt dores tre ca:c.
credit a candidate site.rc:1. is 'a by-pro:::t of dissolution that ma;. have occurre:
m; h earlier-in ge:io;ic his".o y anc may presently be acting
as-an effective inpermeatle seal.

faaturesEvidence of diss:lution, collaose, or sirilar
which resulted frc- Fre-QLaternary geciogic processes that
have since been ina: ive, snculd not.by itse'.f disc 3alify a

Reasonable pr :f cf stacil3:y d;rin; the Q.a:e na jsite.
should be- re:Lired and ade;. ate.

A tine frare for these processes must be listed - citera'sed.
all areas of the eartn are " adverse".

.
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" hear field", in cente..;:rary usage , a;: lies to earthquakes .e.
It is not meaningful to refer to tr.e "near field of a fault'.
This criterion is important, and it should be addressed mere
clearly and directly.

Increased seismicity is identified as a pctentially adversef.

- natural condition. Seistic a:tivity can range from miner
crustal adjustments to maior disru: tive ever. s. Inerefore,

by simply noting that an increase in seismicity (with no
qualification as to magnitude:) is actentially a disructive
event involves faulty logic. In any case, seismicity effec::
on a repository must be cor.sicered in tire time frames - durin;
operation and after decommissioning. Effects on a repository
vary greatly depending er tne tire frar.e. After decomr.issionin;,
seismicity may or may r;t te sig.ificant.

Any igneous activity since tne start of the Quaternary Period9 is mere discualifying than many facters listed in this sec-
tien.

4 60,122(b)(3)

A'F.C Procosed Wordir;:

There is potential for significant changes in hydrologic(i) conditior.s including hyd*aulic gradier.t, average pore velc-
city, storativity, perneability, natural recharge, piezo-
metric level, anc discharge points. Evaluatica technique;
include paleohydrologic analysis.

(ii) The geologic repcsitory oceraticns area is located wters
there would be long term and shcet term acverse irpacts
associated with the occupan:y ar.d modification of flood-
plains. (executive Order 119EE}. J

There is reascrable potential fcr natural phenenena such as
(iii) landslides, subsidence, or vclca .ic activity to create lar;e-

scale impoundments tnat may affect the regional ground water
'flon syster.

(iv) There is a f ault or f racture cene, irrescettive of age of
last movener.:, which has a hericental ler;;h of more tha , a :

few hundreds cf ne:ers.'

<

|

|

1

|

|

.
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Recom. ended Revisi:1:

a. General:

The criteria listed are stated to be " technical" againstHowever, fe,.which a license a:plicatien car. be reviewed.
criteria (and here hyderlogic criteria are principally ad-
dressed) can possibly be called technical. Tne regulations
heavily _ rely or. qualified terms su:n as low hydraulic gradier.:,

lone cround water residencelittle hvdraulic communicatier., Ees as "c?y effect the
time, Nflow paths, or such p Instead of (or pernapsregional ground water flow syster".
in addition to) emphasizing these terms, the regulations
should stress end products of waste isolation rather tnan aFor example, importantdescriptive hydrogeologic narrative.
products sh;uld be (a) estinttes of accep.able risk afforced
by specific radiodbclide retention in a gisen geolcgic mediur
or corsarisons between media, and (b) dose calculations uncer
natural flow corditions and reasonable scenario variations.
To understand these itets, it is necessary to evaluate ground
water flore paths and travel ti. es plus radionu:lide concer-n

The differencetrations and distributior.s to the biosphere.
being the former is the end product while the latter are inter-b*aste isolation is not assured by high or ic,mediate steps, 'e res-
gra:ier.ts or long or short flow paths but rather byponse of the entire hydrogeolo;ic and hydrochemical syster c'
tr.c host mediu .

In part (i) de'.ete " average p:*e velocity" or change it t:b.
" seepage velocity". Also insert " adverse" before " chances' .

Delete part (iv) as written and replace with a criteri:nc.
that add-esses g"ound water conductivity.

t

Rationale _: ,

Petertial forFore velocity is not a uniquely defined terr.
change to improve the isolation capability is not adverse.

a.

IfNo site is likely te be free of t-is sort of feature.
such "old" fea ures exist, they should require detailed ir.-b.

vestigatior. to determine whether it functions as a groue.d water
barrier or conductor, where in the grcund water syster it

.

occurs, and hos it may perturb the syster.

f
f

.

%

.
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It is the existin; hydrologic environna .t that will be tr.eine scenaries f rc.
-prime factor in assessin; tra ir:r .
change should not be consicered m:re imp:rtant than tne
existing conditior.s.

5. 60.122(b)(4)

N?.C Procosed Wordin :

Tne rock units between the repository ar.d the a:cessible enviror-
ment exhibit low retardation for m:s of the radionuclides con-
contained in the racicactive was.s.

Recommended Revisien:

Delete this paragra:h.

Ratio , ale _:

Unspecific terms such as " love retardatic ' and 'm:st" make this
useless as an adverse characteris-ic.

6. ~ Textual Material Followin; 60.122(t)( )

NRC Proposed Wordin;:

A presumption that the geologic repository will not nest the
performance objectises can be retutted up:n showin; that the
presence of the p tertially adverse conditic, coes not adverselyIn ordar tcaffect the performance of the geologic repository.
make this showing, the Department shall first demonstrate that--

(1)_ The potentially adverse human a:tivity or natural condition
has been ade;Lately chara::erized, including the extent tc
which the particular featu-e ca be p-Ese-t and still be u .-
detected taking into accoun- the de;ree of' resolution achiev:d
by the investigations;

.

(2) -The effect of the potentially advsas? human activity or
natural. condition on the ge: logic frane-ork, ground water
flow, ground water chemistry ar.d ge: 4thanical inte;-ity
has' been adeptately evaluated usir; cor.se-vative analyses
and assumptiens, and the evaluation used is sensitive to
the adverse human a:tivity or natu-al condition;

~

The.effect of the potentially adverse hu an activity or natu-
ral condition is co pensated by the cresence of favorable(3)
characterist.ics in Paragra r. 60.122 :) cf this Section; and

..

O
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The potentially adverse hu.an activity or natural conditier(4) can be rened'sd curir.; coastruction, operation, or ce:: -is-
sioning of tne repository.

-

Recon ended Revisit :

Change the first paragra;h to:

In order to make a show#ng that any potentially adverse conditier.
does not adversely affe:t the perfornance of the geologic repcsi-

shall first demonstrate that--; and put alltory, tne Departner.:
of this material b:fere CO.12E(b)(1).

Rationale _:

See Major Comments.

G. 60.122(c) FAV09.;E'_E Chir. ACTE .:S!!:I

This section should precede Potentially Advert:
General connent:
Chara:teristics and a basis for each characteristic should be

1.

provicet.

2. N.: Procosed Wordir;:

Ea:h of the fellowing characteristics represents conditions whic.
'

-. enhance the ability of the geologic repository to meet the per-
Candidate areas and sites which exhibit asfornance objectives.

cary favoratie chara:teristi:s as practicable are preferred.

Recomiended Revisic-:

Delete " Candidate areas and".
Add "may" before " enhance".

:
Rationale:

,

cf candidate area (44FR5041E) does not indicateTne definitica. to des: ribe an area on theDOI uses the terthe size of an area. It is not known whether or not theorder of 1000 square miles.
chara: eristics centioned wo.1d enhance isolation in actual cases.

3. 60.122(c)(1)(i)

iF: Prorosed W:-dir;:

Exhibits demonstratie surfa:e and subsurface ;2:lo;ic. 9e:-(i) chemical, tectoni:, and hydrologic stability since tne
-beginning of the Quaterr.ary Period; ar.d-

1

!

|

'
\

. *Mr %
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Reco. ended Revisica:L

Provide more guidance on what is meant by this criterior.

Ra tionais :
|

f These are extremely vague terms. As stated, all areas affecte:
| by Pleistocene glaciation (including tne periglacial zone) woul:

be unsuitable for siting. That is not reasonable, and its probabi>
is not the intent. Also, tectonically stable, meaning zero, doer
not exist.

Surfaci" stability" and near-surface hydrologic " stability" accordirq
~ to the odinition in 60.2 are certainly not demonstrable since the
beginning of the Quaternary Feriod. What is a more reasor.able
approach to surface geolocy and near-surface hydrology is the concert
of acceptable ranges anc rates of change. ine surface and nea -
surface is the zone wnere rapid chances in earth processes tak
place. The changts w".ich have o: curred durir.g the Quaterna y

| Period can be evaluated ar.d future changes predicted witrir
-limiting values. If it can te shown tnat changes which occur
within these lir.iting values have no effect on repository safety,
then " stability" of the processes need not be demonstrated.

We believe a revision of this iter (i) should separate surfacc-
geology and near-surface hydrology fro subsurface characteristics.
Stability of subsurface geologic characteristics should be den:r-
strated. Surface characteristics and processes need to have limits
or limiting ranges defired and evaluatei. Hydrologic attributes mi
need to be evaluated seCarately for the near-surface and for the
deeper subsurface.

.

4. 60.122(c)(1)(ii)
NR* Proo sed Wordin;:

.

(ii) contains a hes rock and surroundin; cor'i-ing units that
provide:

(a_) long ground water residence times and icng flow patns
between the reptsitory and tne accessible environmant;

(E) inactive grouad water circulation within the host rock
and surrou :ing cor. fining units, a*d little hydraulica

cor.T.unication witr adjacent hydr: gesic;ic u its due to
ground water c' ara: eristics su:6 as 13e intrinsi:
permeatility and ic.. fra:ture p:meauiity cf tr.e rc6
mass; ard

.
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2:*

cecche .ical properties, su:h as reducing conditions
ir, icw solutility of radionu:lides, ar.:(g)

shich resci:
near-n rri, ?., cc a ia:>. cf cc plexing agents.'

Reco-t' ended Revisi: f

In (t_) change "ir.a:tive" to " negligible deep".a.

Change (c) to " favorable geochemical properties".b.

Ratior. ale :

Tne terr " inactive" re: vires an atsclute lack of moveren .
and it implies tnat there must once have been moverer:a.

ke are haceful tna candidate areas and sites will snov.
evidence of there never t.tving been significant g_roun:cf tne hest rc:L.water circulation in the vicinity

1: would be preferable to state the characteristics in terr;
of net ge:che-ical perforr.an:e, rather than specifying whic't.

part of the redor, pH, and cor.plexing see:tra is desirable.
This could also include such iters as low leachability ar.:
mobility of radionuclides,

,

Knate,er
It is not _ clear what is meant by "near-norr.al pM".
conditions ex st at the site prior to disturbance are, tyi

If the authors mean " neutral pF", thatdefinition, ner al.
is neither possitie nor beneficial in rocks whose usualFurtherr. ore, " neutral" pF
e viron er.t is a:idic or basic.
Contradicts "re:J ing Cor.ditiO*s''.

5. 60.122(c)(2)(iii)

N ' Pro?: sed W:-dinc:
characteris its that--(iii) p;ssesses g-0;,nd water floa-

result in a host rock with very low water conter.t; ,

-( a_) |

preve*,t ground water intrusion or cir:ulation of' (-)t

ground water in the host reci; :
<

preve-t significant upwa-d ground water flo betweer
,

iunits or aler; snafts, drif s, ard(c) '

hydr:geologi:
bore-:les;

r:: ,

result in low hydra lic gradierts in the h:s !
(d_) and surrounding confining units; l

i

!
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rr.sult in creun' water resicer.cs tir.ss under ar.bie--
.. conditions, betr=er. the rer?si :ry and the accessicis( f.)

environrer.:, tha; ex:eed 10^: years.

. Recommended Revisic.:

a. Delete (=_).
Add " rapid" befers

delete "grour.d water ir. r.si:- cr".
b. ' In (.b.)l a:ic ' ."circu

Raticr al e_:
releva .:, perr.itriiity a-d water c:ve-

a. Water conten: is n::
.

ment are.

Ey definition gr:und water will te ir.truded ir.:o the rc:i..Also, so e ground water n:ver:e .:, alteit slo.e, would be es-
I

t.
i

at a rate whice. w:ald resuti

pse:e:. Grou-: water reve s-
in insufficie.: istlati:- tires a-e to ce aveice:.

6. 62.122(c)(2)(v)

IJ '. F r- . . e. a. d. V. s4 .-<

|
s

" possess a lox p;pa;a:i - der.si .* :I
.

h
'

Reconrended Fevisic :

Spe:ify and eyelair why a icw pervlatier dersity is necessa y.,
.,

&

-Ratic-cle:

Low pc;ulation dersity mear.s difices-; tnir:s to differe ..en:less debate in a hearie;.
As written tnis could lead ::

h'.*.*. t*..a*. p6. ya1 .2 .'.w-. .d * . a- 's *. ;- a '. r=. . c. a. r. l a. . '. s > i ce. .:. . .= c*. a. . i s *. i ce.pec;1e. *
.

# r' ~.i a ~2 (*=**.'... .' -v " . ".~. 2 C .....
* ~98 c #. *".:. w

(yi,.are n.. p.wr." 4.5.:.
*

et ..

.

!

,

b.
i
.
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'
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1
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|

|

i
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a. -, . =._.

- 1. 60.132(a)(1) Co ;1ian:e witn Mining Regula:icr.:

NE~ Prorosed Wordin::
and operate the surfa:e.

The De artment s. hall desi; .. constra:: . . . .
. . u.

and subsur,. ace ra:111:1es to cc : y witn all applica.'s re: era:...

and state mining reguli:icr3 in:1udin; Sub:bapters C, E, a.:
N cf 30 CFR Part 57 as acplicable.

. .

.evisio--r.

Dm.1 e. .:.

~ R .2 + 1 m. e. .s i. g .
*

. .

. er
_nis paragra:n is n;; a::.copriate in an I,... regula: . . r.10:. .

.. . .

i .
.

is scr~-Caes* ion K.e:nst an underground civil stru::Ure
"

Tr.is regula: ion refers :: i as a "cisil e.;ineerst
l'P ' .a mine. Tnis questi:r will te resolved by DOC ar.:stru::ure' . Mi .A rules are applicable, tney viii

If it is deterr.ined tha
be enfcr:ed by Mihi a .I tr.e N".~ cara;ra;5 acts ncir.ir.;

tneir rules are net a;:-licatie, : c
If M3HA determines tr.a: .

.

NE w:ald be in tne peti:ic.r. of enforcin:. ar.::ner ac.er.:v's .
rules whien tr.at ager.:y says are no: applica:ie.

eine safety regulatier.s cay, inIt sh:uld als: L;- n::ed tr.a
scre cases, ce in:o.Lati:le wi r. safe re:o:i.: y c:e c;i: .
For exan:le, reversin; air flow direction in tne case of aTresefire would bypass ite ve- ila:icn ex-au:t filte-s.tr.e ap;1icable re;.ittery
cases need to be worked c.; amore
a;er.:ies to avcid cor.flictin; c:jective:.

:
,

.,,s

6,. 1 :. . f, c. s ,1 ) ( 11 t a ,2. 4 f,
,

NEC Proo: sed K:rdir.;:

the a::u ;1aticr. cf radica::ive mate-ial ir, th:ssPreve.
systers to wr.ich a::ess by persunr.el is rea. ire .|

Re:onrended Revisice-
I

' - -Change _" Prevent" to ''ciniri:e'
'

Rationale _:
slight accumulation of

In general _it is impossible to prever.:
radioactive material..but proper design can einimi:e it.

-

'

.
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1. 60.132(b)(2).

.tiR-'Froposed Wordin;:

Tne Department shall cesigr. ar.: constru:t surface facilities
to facilitate safe and pre-- re:-isval of wastes in:1udin;
facilities to inspec:, repair, ce:or.:atinate. and store
retrieved wastes prict to their snio er.: cff site. Surfa:e
storage capacity of a'.i er:lized was e is n:t re:_ ired, t.:

.must be sufficient t hancie waste ba:Lic;s cricr to snip:en:
.offsite.

Recor. Tended Revisi
-

9

Delete "and constru::'

Ra-i or.al e :

We acree tnat desigr.s should exist for f a:ilities required tc
retrieve waste to assure tnat tne;. are properly intecrated

However, tne actual construction cfinto the overall desig..
fa:ilities that will nct be used for several years and in a:1
probability ray never be used.

_
. . v:. 5": 5".::. A.:. F s' "_ 4. ', ~. ~. ~. ~_: "-

.) . 6 " D. ' ?, c ) P._ .' t.*.10W. . ._ D. .c '. G'. P.: '. ". '. ?. :_". 3' :
.

.

. _

1. 62.132(c)(1)

N.: Pro esed W:-dir :
shalldesig,theundergro;ndfa)"$lityasarThe De;artre":

underground civil er.;inee ed 5:"seture that satisfie:
requirements for structural perforcan:e, con:rci cf grou :-

r

Tnewater movement and control of radionuclice transpoet.
De:artment shall desi;r. the fa:ility te provide fcr sa'e
e eratier. during constru:: ion, er;;acement, and retrieval
of easte and :: assure co ;1ian:e wi:t 16 .111 (Fe-f orr.ance
Otje:tives).

Recor ended Revisic :
be resised tc indicate what is rear.t byThis paragraph shoui:

an underground civil engir.eered s: uctu-e ar.d re'e-e .:e tne
- requirecents for structura; performar.:e tnat are mentioned.

Rationale:

Clarity.

- - _ _ -
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2. 60132(c)(2)(iv)(a)

NO.: Fro: sed W:-ci ;:

The shafts and boreholes are sealed along their entire len;:-
as soon after they have served their ocerational purpose as
is pra:ticaole.

Recorirended Revisic :

Deiste

Rationale:

This paragraph would seer to contradict 60.lil(a)(3) w.ich
indicates tnat the optior. r.;s: exist to leave tne s~i' s
c:en fer 53 years after they have served tneir opera:icnal

Tne tira at which borencies and sr.afts a-e tc bepurp0se.
seale: should be cetertined as par: cf the licer.s;r.;
prc:ess betv.eer, issuance cf :ne Licer.se and Decor.:issior.ir.;.

3. 6:.122(c)(2)(iv)(t)

NE: Fr:p:se: Wo rdi r.;-

Tr.e sealed shaf ts and bor eholes provice a barrier to radionuclica
r.ig-aticr. whicr. is at leis: e aivaler.: to tne barrier proviced
t;. tr.s undisturbed ro:i..

Ee: r. ended Eevisi:--

Ine sealed penetraticr.s su:h as bc-e5:les and sha' s trovide
a barrier su:r. that racionu:lide ti;*ation iro all penetra:ic..:

-

is sufficier. 1y Icw so that acceptable cor.secuen:es are nt;
exceeded w.en pe e:raticr. rigra icr. p::er.:ials pre added ::k

all o. er repository release p::entials. Tr.e r2 r;ir. cf sa'e:..
ap; lied t0 de:ertine acce;;atie seal perfcer.an:e shall be
de errine: or, a site-by-site basis.

Rationale:

The criteria should relate to repository perforrarce, n t tre
undisturbed rock properties. Tnis criterion could, ir ts
extre e, lead to rejection of rc k with very low perreat''ity
be:ause seals could net be developed to rat:E the rc:&.

m
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4. 60.132(c)(2)(vi)(c)

NEC Frcocsed Wordir.::

The Department shall design tre u-dergro.nd facility to
include engineered barriers wr.ich protect the waste package

(1) natural ever s ar.: processes, (2) in situ stresses,fro
(3) chemical atta:n, a-d ( } ;-0; c..ater coFiaf . Ine Departcer.t
.shall determine tne 10:ati:n of tr.e carriers by proper engineerir.;

l
. . .

sha.l incauce. e v.epartcer.:. . . .
.

inanalysis ar., in s1:u tes:Tr:.
in tne cesigr--

Ee:or sr.ded Eevisi:-

Dele e-

R a ticr.ai s :

Tr.is'se::ic. calls fer re: :ed cree; ceformatier. ir. tne hest
rc:i. and conse-;e.t red.:e: cefermation ie, tne waste packa;t.
Tnis ir.: lies tr.at re: ate; deferr.a:icn wo;1c enhance long terr
is:lati n which pr;tatly is n;; trce. hignly plastic materiais,
su:n as salt, possess excelle.: ler.; teer isolatior. capabilities
precisely be:aase tne c: cree: a a hi;- rate, th;s closing t'.E
voids in tne re;;si : y t :: w:.:: c;-e-..4 s e act as prefe rer.tial
pa:n..ajs for tr.e ra:i:na:lices :: ea:t t.e accessiile er.vire -
ce r.t . Creep n;st be a: or.cfate: f;r in tne desi;r., not simpl;.
''reda:ed" as tr.is se::ic . 5:1 ;. '. a is! .

,

I

*
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5, 6;.133(c)(3)

f3. 'Proocsed k' orc; ;:_

The Department shall design the underground facility to
facilitate retrieval of waste in accordance with
!!60.lll(a)(3). To acco:plisn tnis :ne Depar: cent shall
design the uncerground facility to assure stru:tural
stability of openir.gs ar.d miniti:e g-ound water conta::
with the waste packages and design an emola:e ent environ-
ment tnat otherwise promotes waste recovery without co -
promising the ability cf tr.e ce:. log': reposit:ry to ree;
the performance ot;e:tive:.

_R_ecommenced Revisien:

Delete second ser.;ence.

Rationaie:
to assure structural stability of openin;IThis recuirere.:

appears to assur.e no tacifill caring tne retrieval pe-io:.The reculation sho.1:See major commen on retrievability.
sta e tne require tr.- (first senten:e). Tne Departrer.:
will design to meet it and hF.; should revies the desig . for adecua::. .

6. 60.132( )(4)(i)
TG.: Prerose: K:ed' ;:

stall design subsurface openings to assureThe Departter.:
stability throup.r. : e : r.5 ru:ti:r, c; era::on, and re rievai
periods. :f su;p: : syste.s and strs::ures are re:uired fcr

shall design tner to be co patitlestability, the De:ar ren
witn lon:- err ce' -ra.ior cr.a a::eristi:s cf tr.e ro:L ar.d t:
alice for subseq.an; pla:e er.: cf ba:Lfill. '

Re:om ended Re.isi: :

Delete retrieval peri:ds. ,

Rationale _:

See previous comrent.

-
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7. 60.132(c)(E)

NRC Pro:csed Wer:ir.;:

Lininc of Subsurface Excavatier:

The Department shall line su:surfa:e excavatic:.s in are:s
tnat require:

(i) A positive'contr:1 cf water or gas inflow from a:cifers
or other porous 2ones;

(ii) Support for zones cf weak er fra:tured r::n;

(iii) Anchorage for equi :ent or hard., ara.

Recorcended Rev_isic-- *

Cele e

_R.a ti ona l e :

Inis paragraph would, presumably, elirinate alternate technologic! ;-

lining, even wher, alterr.atives may prove suitable and cost effe::iu
In sore cases, lining may be particularly undesirable. Fe- exar.;le,
adequate anchorace is possible in correte-t rock without lining.I

Further, this criterior. should consider any consequences of lining c'
requirerents for sealir.g. 'If the staterent is required at all, it
should sirply state tF::: "Enginee-ed control procedurei should ti
used in any areas that require: ..."

8. 60.132(c)(6)

- iF: F rc::. sed W:-dir.-_ -
.

Sr. aft ceneeya tes use: in waste har.diir; j
-(i) The Departrent shall cor. sider shaft conveyar.:es as a

system important tc safe:j.

(ii) The Departreet shall desigr. h:ists wi *, re:r.anical geared-

lowering devices ina: pre:lede ca;e free fail.

(iii) The Departrent sha'.1 desi; . 5:ists w' r. a reliat's :2;e
lo:ati:n syster ;ri: ;-:st:i; dir+:: si; a's fr:- :

levels in tne.sha';. Tr.e e:artren: sha'.i design a-:
construct final ur. load p ir.:s whi:n are cor: rolled and
verified by local p;sition cate:: rs.

.

%
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Tr.s Department shall design sha#: loncin; and unloadir.;-(iv) sys e s witn a rt".ia:~.e sys s cf interic ks tr.at wiii
fail safely up:n calfunctior.. The Departrer.: snall
include in the design two iridecendent indicators to
indicate whether waste packages are in place, grappied,
and ready for transfer.

Reco rended-Revisir--

Insert "Radioa:tive" befcre " waste" in the titie.a.

Insert "used to transport ra:ioa:tive was es" before "as'b.
in (i).
Delete "with mechanically geared iceering devices" in (i1| .c.

'Ratior.ai :t

a5:. It shoulc be clear tnat tnese require ents co not s::1;
dto the waste rc:( he . s.

Although tr.e preventien c' free fall is an ic cr:a :c.
desigr. g al, there is n: reasor, at inis ti e tc restri :
the tecnnslo;y method fcr 3 nieving it.

i f ' l 4 ' '.
O. . f 6. l i S (' 6 / g s / g sI fvs sw.

N. : Prc:: sed Wer:i ;;: ,

I

The Depart.ent shall insu e : at the cor.ta:t between linin;-

ar.d the ro:k surrcur.:ir.: subs;ria:e ex:a.. 1cr.5 does n:t
Je:pardize reposit:ry cor.tain ent by providin; a preferentia,,

- .
.

.

patnway for ground water er radion.:lide tigration.
,

Re:omner.ded Revisi:n-

Delete all after "contain.er.t".

F.ationale:
1

A preferential pa nway may er may n;; je:;a-ci:e re;;si crj- |

cor.tainment. :

I

6v.la.. c) .,e,r10.

N:.~ Pr00: sed W:-dir;:

Cor.; acted Backfill Test Se:tien /
i r

. To verify performan:e re uireme .ts ir.ter.ded in the des g . t eis
Department shall estatiish, bef:re a y ti-kf''1 pla:s er;

,

i
I

l'

_ i-
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initiated, a prograr for ; lace .ent, sar:lir.;, and testing of. te
s

If tr.e resul cf testin: and observations ma:t
backfill section.at the test section are differer.t fro- the original design inten-

~

then the 'L9partment must analyze the need for changes and report
.the reconminded changes to the Commission.

Recommended Revisicr.:

Delete " Compacted" from the title.

Rationale:
One might

It presupposes that corsacticr. is the best metned. Most
want to use material that would expand upon being wetted.
backfill may not be compa:ted.

11. 60.132(c)(9)(v)
N C Proocsed W:rdirg:

If aquifers.or water-bearing structures are encountered durin;
construction ther, the Department must use pregrouting in advance
of excavation.

Recon ended Revisic--

Delete

Ratier.aie :i

Pregrouting in advance of excavatien is only one of several eng-Others include
,

ineering solutions to water ir. flow problens. freezing and lining and temporary de atering with short boreholes;

In the case of repositories, pre-'

from withir. tne excavaticr..
grouting may be parti:alarly ur,attra:tive beca;4e the grout may
eve-tually red;te tr.c effectiveness of ta:k fi1Tir; and repositoryI

sealir.g. This paragraph sho.id be ren:ved from tne regulationsThe method for handling water is a normal design con-i
!

entirely.
|. sideration.

CONS 2.J:TI:A
,

60.132(d) GENE:''_ DESIGN RE0'J::Ev.EhT5 50:
f

X.
_

1. 60.132(d)(1)(ii)
|-

N:.: Proo: sed Werdig::

shall coordinate tre design of the geologic reposi-
tory with. site characterization activities to assure that
The Departner.:

|

.

t
-

. , ,-
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boreheles necessary for site cha-a::erization are located 2:
future positions of snafts er large ur.ex:avated pillars.

Reccmmended Revisien_:

Delete

Rationale:

Requiring boreholes-for site characterization to be located at
positions of future shafts or ;filars is desiracle but too res-Tnis restric: ion r.ay cause imper:an:trictive for all cases. Fcr
geologic information to be missed during investigation.
example, (1) it may be desirable to drill a boring away from thsshaft area to further examine an0: ale;s conditior.s in a geophysical
su vey or (2) inclined boreholes cay previce signi%icant geologic
information but tunnels or shafts may n:t be constructed around

-

Also a deep bo,ehole cannot be cor. trolled wiii
these boreholes.
enough to.provice this assurar.:s.

In any event, it should be made clear that tnis section dea'.s
only with deep borenoles that penetrate the host rock or o:cerIt does not necessarily apply t:
rocks important to isciation.
shallow hydrologic boreholes.

2. 60.132(d)(1)(iii )

tjE: Proo: sed W:rd#rg:

If critical host rock and other site specific design assumptior.s
cannot be verified frce borer:les , gec;'ysical r.easure ,e .ts , and.'or
an ex:loratory shaft and initial ex:avation, then tne Departmen;
must establish a pilot prograr to further craracterize the er.: ire
volume to be occupied by tne underg-cur.d facility a .d to verify
critical host rock and site specifi: design as;L.;tions prict

tc

design finalizaticr. and waste e: Placement.

Recontended Revisier.:

Clarify the titing cf this pilct prograr.

Ratier. ale :
be ;erferred

We assume that this addit e-al characteri:a ':
's ::

i

with rep;si ct, ce.el:pnent.
following the C', con:urrer.:

J'

.

M n
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3. 63.132(d)(3)

NRC Proposed Wording:

Excavation Technicues

The Department shall assure that methods used for excavation will
neither create a preferential pathr ay for ground water or radio-active waste migration, nor increase the potential for migration

The Department shall use to the exten
through existing pathway.
practicable mechanical excavators, boring machines and other non-If blasting is required for excavation, theblasting methods.
Department must use methods specifically designed for each phaseIn
of the work that minimize fracturing of the surrounding roci..
this program the Ge:.artr.2nt may include the use of pilot bores
and tunnels and delay systens desigr.ed to minimi:e the anount ofIf blasting is utilized
explosives detonated simultaneously.the Departnent rust utilize controlled perimeter blasting such
as the smooth blasting or preshearing techniques and cushion.

Recommended Revisier._:

Delete-all after the first ser. ten:e.

Rationale:

The regulation should orly state the criterion not the technicus:
!

used to meet it.

60.132(e) RECORDS AND PE:0R~IN5 RED'JIREMEU~5_L.

10 CFR 60.132(e)(3) Retention of Cores and Lo sl.

NEC Proposed Wordin;:

The Department shall retain on site, uctil de:6ncissioning, allcores from all ex;1 oratory borings drilled during site selection,
>.

Tne Depart-
site characterization, construction, and operation.
ment shall. store the cores in durable boxes housed in weather-The Ge;artner.t shall arrange the cores to be

Tne De:artment shall store in
< proof building.
i

readily available for inspection.the sa a area logs of the borin;;, in:1ucing ge: physical loss.I

Recommended Revisiot:I

The Departner.t shall retain
Change first senten:e tc:until decommissioning, representa:ive cores from exploratorji

l'
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borings drilled at tne site during site characterization, construc-
tien, and operation.

Rationale:
During the

The requirement, as written, is unrealistic.
course of the nationil si:e ckaracteri:aticn ard selection prc-
gram, tens of miles of cores will be generated from all over theThere is r.o obvious utility in storing a core frcr
United States.
a salt dome in Mississip;i at a basalt repository in Washingtor.,

If a regional repository program were to be ini-or vice versa.tiated, it would be ir;cssible to store all cores at all recosi-
In additfor, it is cor.n:n, and necessary, to send portier.stories. Such testing may be des-of cores to laboratories for testing.

tructive and therefore that portion of the core cannot be stored
The staff should review thisin accordance with the re:uire er.t. |

paragraph to determir.e what is really recuired. |

60.133 W .STE PA:rJ,GE A!'D E!'? LACE!'.ENT ENVIRD*NEr;- i
M.

1. 60.133(a)

NEC Proposed Verdir--

General Requirements. The Department shall insure...
,

Recor. rended Revisicr: i

The recuire ents of this section areGeneral Recuirerents.
applicable only to h_i . The De;artrer.t shall insure...

i

|

I
2. 60.133(a)(2) :

|NEC Proocsed Wordirg:
|

Provide reasonable assurance that the in situ phe-ical, physical, i

and/or nuclear procerties of the waste pa:La;e and/or its i

interactions with the emplacemer. environ e-t will not compecr seSupporting analyses shallthe function of the waste packages.
include, but not be limited to, evaluation of the following

solubility, checical reactions, corrosion, gas
generation,-therr.al effects, mechanical strength, mecharical
factors:

stresses, radiolysis, radiation damage, nuclide retardation,
leaching, fire ard explosion hazards, therral loads , ard
synergistic interactic'3.

.
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Reco- ended Revisic :

Change " synergistic" to "aeve-se'.

Rationale:

Synergistic interactior.s may n:t altitys be unfavorable.

3. 60.133(b)(?) Free Liquids
..

NR~ Procosed Wordin;:

The waste package must contain no free liquids.

Recommended Revision:

Change "must not cer.tain free liquids in a.:unts : bat could 1)
impair the structural integrity of waste package corpor.er.ts d.e
.to chemical interactions or forestion of pressurized vaper, or
2) result in spillace and the spread of contamination in the evert
of package perforatic-J .

Rationale:

In the case of spent fuel, it is not apparent how the presence
of free liquids could be dete:ted, how they could be removed,
or what harc they could cause. In any case, an indication cf
what must be protected agair.st should be provided.

.

4. 60.133(c)(1)

NRC Proocsed Wordin;:

Each container has been desi:.ed
Physical Dirensions and 1.'eicFt.fa:ricated to perrit safe har.dling at the rep sitory duriE;
operations and if necessary, during retrievallpricr to re?osit:ry
an:

de:onrissioning.

.

b

|

__. . _ _
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Re:cr. ended Revisi:--

Change "has been" to "shall be''

Rationale:

Edi torial .

N. 60.137 M2.i!TORING PR03:.'"3
*

1. NRC Prcoosed Wordir.;:

The Department shall initiate a syster of monitors during site
characteri za tior.. The Departrent shali r.aintain and surolerer.:
:nese monitors, as appro;riate, throughout the perio: c'

' _ institutional cortrel. Tne Departner.: shall cesign the m nitorin;
systems to verify that the performance objectives of Se: tion
63.111 are being a:hieve:.

Recommended Revisic :

Change "throughout tne peried cf institutional control" tc
''ur.til rep;sitory ciess -

P.ationale :
__

M:st cf the moritorir.; performed durin; repository operatior
is not appropriate af ter cicsure (e.g. , 60.132(c)(2)(vii)(t)).
c :t cicsure mor.iterir.; is . tifferer.: sutje:: altogstes-c
and should be treated separately frcm pre:losure m:nitoring.
Perhaps it is toc early to develop a regulatory requirement
for post closure msr.itoring.

. ,. ,... ,
L. C a . I O l \ ,w )

N.: Prcoosed Wordir.;: _ ,

They provide baseline information on these parameters and natural
processes pertaining to tne safety of a candidate site that
ca; be caused by site chara:teri:atier. a:tivities.

Re:onmended Revisier..

Clarify

|
Rationale:

1

The meaning of this item is nct clear. Is it tr.e intert to j

measure base line information on pararete s and processes whi:*. |

may be disturbed by characterization activities? |
|

. Since NRC is requiring maiti;'s sites be cha i:terize:, -tr.e:e-
' monitoring requirer.er.ts are ex:essive. At beit, m r;it:* ins of
key parameters shoulc continue on a site seie:ted for tne
rerository and not on' all "Danked" sites.

_
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CONSULTING ENGINEERS. INC.
JUN 191980

a$[[af. r =ts:te June 18, 19S0 LY!;l;E.ffyERS
'

.

Mr. L. B. Myers
Office of Nuclear Waste Isolation
505 King Avenue
Colu= bus, Ohio 43201

Dear Mr. Myers:

Enclosed are our Priority I co=ents (lis ed on Table I) to the
draft NRC regulations for ELW repositories. Priority I =eans that
we feel that the issue is very i=portant and that it will be very
i=portant that changes be made.

Tomorrow, we will = ail our Priority 2 co=ents. Those co=ents are
also i=portant and should be considered. However, if changes in

Priority 2 items are not acco=plished, the i= pact will not be nearly
as severe.

We would be pleased to provide any clarificntiens to our co=ents
that you =ay request.

Very truly yours,

t h e d 9. 5 -

Richard D. Ellison

RDE:se
Enclosures

1C CUFF ROAo. PITTSSURGH. PA 15235 TELE % ctd. 4 2'243.;2:;
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TABLE I

,,

Priority.I Co ents
1

General-~

f 60.111(a) (2)
60,111(a) (3),

60.111(c) (2) (ii)
60.111(c)(3) (1)

60.111(c)(3)(11)
60.111(c) (4) (iii)
60,122(b)

60.122(b)(1) (11)
J

60.122(b) (1) (iii)
60.132(a) (3) (ii)
60.132(c) (2) (iv) (a)

60.132(c) (2) (iv) (b)
~60.132(c) (3)

- 60.132 (c) (7) (iii)
60.132(c) (9) (v)
.60.1352

|

4

.

I -

I

-
.
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A-1

.

PRIORITY I ISSUE
[ GENERAL}

Subject of Com=ent:

General--The entire Draf t of 10CFR60.

Comment:

The document represents a comprehensive effort with consideration of the
multiple geoscience, health safety and engineering disciplines involved.
It e=phasizes the need of overall public safety concerns regarding
radioactive vaste disposal, while generally recognizing the realistic
fact that absolute isolation may not be assured or necessary. The,

docu=ent attempts to address fairly comprehensively major criteria fer
sitine, design and deco ==issioning of repositories. A few significant

reservations on the overall docu=ent are expressed below, while comments

on specific sections are discussed separately.

The statement of overall perfor=ance objectives is an essential first

step in the development of any design criteria. However, the draft

tends to inter =ix the overall objectives with delineation of specific

methods on how to achieve these objectives. Such specifications are not

necessary at this time and vill inhibit the develop =ent of alternative
design approaches based upon extensive R&D activities and site specific
investigations. For instance, requirement of minimum 1,000 year =igra-
tion period through a geologic media [60.111(c)(4)(iii)), probably would

t

| not affect most repository sites. However, there may be sites which

have extremely low potential for any release to occur that would not
completely meet the 1,000 year criterion. Each site should be judged on

its total merits. Another example relates to the designation that the
! waste package contain radionuclides for at least the first 1,000 years.

This could be stated as a general goal, but allowance should be made for
consideration of a shorter period if the Department can show some
repository sites to have geologic barrier conditions that can confident-
ly be relied upon during the first 1.,000 years. If the NRC feels that

,

_ _

g
__
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c. A-2- -

example specifications must be included, there should be clear designa-*

tions that alternatives will be acceptable if the Department demon-
strates that overall performance objectives are met.

In summary, it is recommended that all quanticarive specifications
related to radionuclide release be eliminated or qualified as being

goals only. The final acceptance or.. rejection should always be based on
a comparison of predicted release rates with established EPA radiation
standards.

Also, comment is appropriate for absolute or extreme ter=s such as
"al l ," " opt imum ," " minimum ," " maximum," "mos t severe," and "too complex"

that are used in many locaticas in the draft. It is suggested that use

of these terms be reexa=ined to make sure that an unnecessarily rigid

position is not taken that will lead to future controversies in design
development and licer. sing. For instance, the requirement to design

against "most severe" geologic event { 60,132(a) (3)(ii) ] is impossible to
meet, since literally the absolute most severe geologic event possible
at any site vould be eruption of a volcano or displacement due to
faulting. In reality, however, the probability of occurrence of these
events is so small as to make them uni =portant to overall objectives.

:D:NPPDL EN1X
.:
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PRIORITY I ISSUE.

[ 60.111(a) (2) ]

Subject of Comment:

60.111(a)(2) Releases after decommissioning. "The Department of Energy
shall provide reasonable assurance that after decommissioning the
geologic repository will isolate radioactive wastes to such a degree

that quantities and concentrations of radioactive waste in the acces-

sible environment will confo'm to such generally applicable environ-r

mental standards as may have been established by the Environmental
Protection Agency."

Com=ent:

This statement is very reasonable and discussions at =eetings with many
scientific contributors indicate general concurrence that releases

i should conform to generally applicable environmental standards.
i
!

It is noted here, that this same approach should also be taken relative

to deter =ination of the adequacy of penetration seals (Section 60.132(c)

(2)(iv)(b}}. At the recent International Meeting on Penetration Sealing

(May 7-9, 1980 in Colu= bus , Ohio) it was a consensus that requi ed
performance of seals should be measured in terms of potential nuclide

release rates vs allowable standards; as opposed to relating potential

seal behavior to undisturbed rock behavior.

1

i

W
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PRIORITY I ISSUE
[60.lll(a)(3))'

-Subject cf Comment:
60.111(a)(3) Retrievability. "The Department of Energy shall design the

geologic repository operations area so that the radioactive waste stored
there can.be retrieved for a period of 50 years after termination of
waste : emplacement operations, if _ the geologic repository operations area

~

_

has not been decommissioned. If during this period a decision is made
to retrieve the vastes the Department shall insure that wastes could~'

~be retrieved in compliance with Part 20 of this Chapter and in about
the same period of time as that during which they were e=placed."

CCo==ent:

As an initial co==ent, the above st ate =ent ab out retrievability can be
confusing. It' states fairly positively that the vaste must be retriev-
able'for 50 years after tes=ination of operations if the area has not
been decec=issioned. However, the statement does not address retriev-

ability if.the area is deco ==issioned. Al so , what are the conditions
'

. which can lead to deco ==issioning of an area? This confusion should be

. resolved in the final regulationr.

Possibly of' even greater importance, the period of 50 years after ter-
=ination of operations appears to be' very excessive. It is reasonable

that the' Department and tt.e Commission have some time after waste

placement- co-determine by monitoring that conditions are acceptable for
decommissioning without providing special ef forts to per=it future
retrieval. However, the major effort during backfilling and deco ==is-
sioning should be to maximize long term adequacy of the repository.
Trying to maintain a . retrievable condition for the operating life plus
50 years could in-and-of-itself reduce the safety of the repository by
causing undesirable rock stresses and. movements. Inis will be important

in salt because.of natural creep closure. It also may be very important
fin other: rocks which will crack, causing additional potential flov
' paths, if'the voids are not backfilled in a reasonable period.

k
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The actual- time required for retr'ieval should be set on a site by site*

basis depending on conditions at that site and the overall repository
design. It would be reasonable to reque st a minimum retrievable period

for the first several years of operation when monitoring is being
ac c ompli shed . A reasonable time frame would be 5 to 10 years for the

first portion of a repository. Then at that time, the Department and

Commission should develop a final decommissioning plan for all future

areas of the repository. ,

It is worthy to note that the regulations are requiring engineered waste
packages which vill last for many more than 50 years. On tha t b as i s ,

retrievability wo,uld always be possible for at least 50 years if some
extreme condition occurred. The cost would be very high, but that very

s=all, risk 'is justified by having a deco =missioned system that tends to
maximize long term storage safety.

In closing, the Com=ission is urged to not close on this issue with an
extreme 50 year position until all of the ramifications of such a
decision are understood.

I

i

!

!

i

,
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PRIORITY I ISSUE
[ 60.llI(c) (2) (ii) ]'

Subject of Comment:

60.111(c)(2)(ii) " Containment of all radionuclides for the first 1,000
years af ter decommissioning of the geologic repository operations area
and as long thereaf ter as. is reasonably achievable, assuming expected
events and processes and'that some of the waste dissolves soon after
decommissioning." .

Comment _:

On the basis of Section 60.111(a)(2) the geologic system should not have
to contain~all radionuclides under all possible conditions. Instead,-

the level of escape should be within an acceptable standard. Also, it

does not appear appropriate to consider " expected" geologic events in
this connotation.* Instead, one should consider the probability of
events occurring during this relatively short geologic period and the
consequences of the events. Tne resulting risk (determined by consider-

ing the probability of the event, the probability of vaste dissolution-
ing, and the probability -of intersection of the event and dissolved
vaste) should- be less than the ~ acceptable standard.

t

.

'

" Note: If expected means the probability of event that could occur, or
!, only those eventt with a high probability of occurrence for a given
|. period, this definition should be incorporated into the Definitions
I section.

:D.: A P P 0:f >O.V L \
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PRIORITY I ISSUE
[60.111(c) (3) (i) ]'

Subject of Com=ent:

60.111(c)(3)(i) " Starting 1,000 years after decommissioning of the
geologic repository operations area, the radionuclides present in HLW
will be released from the underground facility at an annual-rate that
is as low as reasonably achievable and is in no case greater than an
annual rate of one part in one hundred thousand of the total activity ,.
present in HLW within the underground f acility 1,000 years after de-
coc=issioning - as suming expected processes and event s ."

Coe=ent:

Relating the allowable release rates to the total activity in the
1

ra i e uldrepository is inappropriate. Using the arbitrary 100,000
be either conservative or unconservative depending on the size of the
site and repository conditions. Instead, the allowable release rate

should be determined by the consequence or risk of the indicated release
in relation to an acceptable standard. The consequence depends on the

mode of potential re. lease , concentration of contaminant s, type of
radioactive source, etc., in addition to the activity release rate.
Risk vill depend on the probability of potential events occurring.
(Note: It is not appropriate to discuss " expected" geologic events in

this-situation.")
.

'See '2otnote for Section 60,111(c)(2)(ii).

:DEP.P CY.f.: D..Y L \
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PRIORITY I ISSUE
[ 60.11I(c) (3) (ii) ]-

Subject of Comment :
60.111(c)(3)(ii) " Starting at decommissioning radionuclides present in
TRU waste vill be released at a race that is as lov as reasonably
achievable and is in no case greater than one part in one hundred
thousand of the total activity present in TRU waste within the under-
ground facility at the time of decommissioning assuming expected
processes and events."

Coc=ent:

(See the co==ents to Section 60.111(c)(3)(i) . } The Commission should
always li=it releases so that consequences or risks are within accept-
able standards. Arbitrary quantitative designations can not be appro-
priate for all repositories and all conditions. Also, geologic events

ar e not "ex pe ct ed ."* Instead, there is a probability of their occur-
'

rence during any designated time period.

.

'See footnote for Section 60.111(c)(2)(ii) .

.
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. PRIORITY 1 ISSUE.

[ 60.111(c) (4) (iii) ]

Subject of Comment:

60.111(c)(4)(iii) "The Department shall provide reasonable assurance
that the hydrologic and geochemical properties of the host rock and
surrounding confining units will provide radionuclide travel times to

! the accessible environment of at least 1,000 ye ars ass uming expected
'

processes and events."

Coc=ent:

- This obj ec tive is technically i= practical . The travel time alone is
only one consideration in deter =ining the influence of nuclear waste
release on public health. Other considerations include type , rate ,

concer.tration, total quantity of release , entry point to biosphere,
mans use of biosphere, etc. As noted in comments on Sections 60.111(c)
(3)(i) and (ii), the Com=ission should be consistent in limiting the

consequence on risk of any release to accepted standards. Arbitr ar y

quantitative designations without consideration of site specific
conditions just do not make sense and can not be rationally defended.
An appropriately designed repositiory vill have varying requirements on
engineered -and geologic barriers, such that the net release to acces-
sible environment is acceptable. Imposing an arbitrary travel time
requirement could lead to discarding of some otherwise very attractive
sites.

D.$ \ PM ( .1[ t ( ), (\
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PRIORITY I ISSUE
.

[ 60.'122 (b) ]

Subject of Comment:

60,122 (b) Potentially Adverse Conditions. "The following paragraphs
describe lumman activities or natural conditions which can adversely

a f fect the stability'of the repository site, increase the migration of
radionuclides from the repository, or provide pathways to the accessible
env ironment . The Department. shall demonstrate whether any of the
potentially adverse human activities or natural conditions are present.
The Department shall document all investigations. The presence of an:.

of the potentially adverse human activities or natural conditions will
give rise to a presu=ption that the geologic repository will not meet
the per formance obj ectives. The conditions and activities in this
section apply, unless otherwise stated , to the volone of rock deter =ined

,

by the Department in Section 60.112(a)(S) above."

Coe=ent:

The Lspact of potentially adverse conditions is very =uch overstated
by the statement that "the . presence of any of the potentially adverse

~

. . . . . conditions will give rise to a presumption that the geologic
repository will not meet the performance obj ectives ." Th at statement

is qualified at the end of Section 60.122(b) by allowing a rebuttal
if it can be shown that the potentially adverse conditions does not
adversely affect performance of the geologic repository. It is strongly

recc= mended that this latter position be taken at the beginning of this
section to avoid the process of first " disqualifying" and the "requali-
fying" sites. This could be accomplished by changing the above wording

to state "The presence of any of the potentially adverse human activi-
ties or natur al conditions will require d emonstration by the Department -
that the conditions do not adversely af fect repository performance
within. acceptable standards if the site is to be considered as a viable
option." Example methods of demonstrations are included at the end of i

1

this section. ( Another way to accomplish this would be to leave the )
i
i

l
1

|

I
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adverse list out of the regulations entirely-and state that it is the-

Department's obligation to show that the repository sill perform adequ-
ately for all site conditions. This process will give better potential
for selection of the best candidate sites in the United States.)

Finally, the volume considered for evaluation cannot possibly be the
100 km distance stated in Section 60.122(a)(8). It is assu=ed that

this was a typographic error in the draft regulations. The correct

reference for volume would appear to be Section 60,122(a)(9).
4

4
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PRIORITY I ISSUE
.

[60.122 (b) (1) (ii) ]

Subject of Co= ment :

60,122(b)(1)(ii) "F.xcept holes drilled for investigations of the

geologic repository, there is or has been drilling for whatever purpose
to- depths below the lower limit of the accessible environment."

*Comment:

Tne requirement to consider all drilled holes as an " adverse" condition
as defined in the draft regulations is unnecessarily restrictive. Cer-

tainly, borings several ic: from the site do not necessarily pose extreme
problems in all cases. A primary example would be a salt dome where the,

bering is completely away from the dome.

Further, borings nearer to the site may be separated from the repository
by an adequate barrier c they may be sealed--and all open borings can
be reentered for cleaning and sealing. This statement should be eli=-
inated entirely or restated to include only- borings at locations which
could adversely af fect containment and if the boring is not ac c essib le
for sealing.

|
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' PRIORITY I ISSUE.-

[ 60.122 (b) (1) ( f ii) ]

Subject of Cornent:

60.122(b)(1)(iii) "There are resources which are economically exploit-

able using existing technology under present market conditions."

Co= ment:

This' item should refer to retource demands and alternate supplies and

not just to its exploitability. For example, salt is-a resource which
could be exploited economically from many salt do=es and bedded sal:
areas. .However, that resource will not be exploited because of the
abundance of salt. Tnerefore, use of a particular dome for waste

disposal is a preferable use of that resource.

.

.

'
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PRIORITY I IGEUE
[ 60.132 (a) (3) (ii) ]

Subject of Comment:

60.132(a)(3)(ii) "The Department shall design and locate structures,
systems and components important to safety to withstand the most severe
of natural phenomena that are likely to occur at the site including
seis=ic, meteorologic and hydrologic events without loss of capability

. to perfor= ~ their sa fety function."

C c=e n : :

It is assumed tha: this section deals with support facilities during the
opera:icns and no: rela:ed to the repository after deco =issioning. In

that event, i: is noted : hat the issue of designing nuclear facili:ies
for na: ural- even:s such as earthquakes has been debated for two decades.

Tne proposed wording is sufficien:ly subj ective to initia:e a new serie s
of deba:es to define "clost severe ," "likely to oc cur ," and " safe ty

function." I: appears core logical for the Con =ission :o adopt the
''operat ing basis" and " safe shu: down basis" events presently used for
nuclear power plants as given in 10CFR100 Appendix A. Tne analyse s

procedures are understood and accepted. Also , they should not be highly

con:roversial for repositories because they usually will not be si:ed
in high risk areas and/or the nu=ber of safety related facilities are
relatively li=ited.

|

|

|

!
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PRIORITY I ISSUE
[ 60.132 (c) (2) (iv) (a) ]

Subj ec t o_f_ Comment:

- 60. ?.32 (c) ( 2) (iv ) (a) "The shafts and boreholes are sealed along their

entire length as s. 'ter they have served their operational purpose
as is practicable;"

.

Comment:

Justific.ition for not initially sealing-the entire length could include:

Only' cerc :n locations aleng penetrations aree

critical .o seal performance. Sealing of one or
several critical locations could bc satisfactory
for interim sealing if reentry at a later time
to complete the . seal is assured.

Partial seals in boreholes for a temporary period.

would allow for some monitoring or testing of the
seal before the entire penetration is filled. .

Possibly of greatest importance, by only partially.e
sealing a penetration initially it will be
possible to . complete the seal at a later time

| (possibly at the time of deco ==issioning) using
the best techniques available at that ti=e.-

I= proved techniques will be developed by ongoing
R and D programs and/or by sealing activities of
other repositories.

In the case of shafts and tunnels, it may be desirablei e

L . to temporarily leave a condition which permits reentry
if desirable for future overall operational changes.

|

05WI and the BWIP programs are both sponsoring major multiyear contracts

to develop acceptable criteria for the materials, installation, and per-

| formance of penetration seals. Preliminary results (ONVI-55 and ONWI-90),

[
show the potential benefits stated above for only partial sealing
initially. The desirability and technical require =ents for temporary
partial sealing will be extended to firm, fully justified recommendations
during.the next several years of these ongoing investigations.

,

'
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To cecount for the Commission's ' objective to assure that penetrations are'

serled and yet lea"e room for improved procedures resulting fro = exten-
sive generic and site-specific design ef forts, the following wording is
recommended for this section.

" Penetrations such as boreholes, shafts, and access cunnels shall be
sealed along their entire length as soon as practicable af ter they have
served their operational purpose, unless the Department provides proce-
dures for only partially sealing any penetration initially, and has
acceptable procedures for completing the seal prior to decommissioning.
Justification for partial sealing will only be if there is a real
potential for reentry into the penetration er if a substantial benefit
fro = future advanced sealing technology is anticipated. In all cases~

where partial sealing is planned, the Department must de=onstrate that
the unsealed portion of the penetration will be preserved in an acces-
sible condition and that all sealing will be completed at the time of
dece=missioning."

It is recommended that the extent and ti=ing and extent of sealing be

incorperated in repository and seal designs and that the NRC criteria
reflect this recommendation.
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PRIORI'TY I ISSUE
[ 60.132(c) (2) (iv) (b) ]

Subject of Comment:
50.132(c)(2)(iv)(b) "The sealed shafts and boreholes. provide a barrier

to radionuclide migration which is at leest equivalent to the barrier
provided by the undisturbed rock."

Comment:

The report ONWI-55 (Of fice of Nuclear Waste Isolation, " Repository
Sealing Design Approach - 1979") discussed the following alternative
design goals for penetration seals.

1. Flov of permeant through the seal zone should
be no greater than the flow through a si=ilar
area of undisturbed host material.

2. Flow of permeant through the seal zone is small
compared with the total flow over the entire
repository area.

3. The concentration of any radionuclide escape is
within an acceptable limit.

4 The radionuclide migration rate through the seal
zone is always less by a specified factor of
safety than an acceptable level determined by a
consequence analysis.

.

The propo.ed draft regulation is similar to the first of these alter-

natives exc ept that the seal function is related to blockage of radie-
nuclide migration as opposed to permeant flow. ONWI-55 also concludes

that radionuclide flow is the appropriate measure for evaluation of seal

adequacy.
.

acg --nri agains t either the proposed draf t criterion as well as the
first two ONWI-55 design goal alternatives are:

-e They are not quantitatively related to the most
fundamental ' object ive of the repository, i.e.,

to mitigate the consequences of the stored waste
to the biosphere.

b b b.1 b .:( 1 1 h
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With them it will not be possible to conclu-e

sively prove that the objective of the goal is
ever met, except perhaps af ter long-term =enitor-
ing of the performance of the seals.

e The goal does not recognize time variations of
the repository conditions and of the seal
materials.

- To these, one could add that the goal could result in the best host rock

not being acceptable because it's very low permeability condition makes
it much more difficult to satisfy dealing requiraments according to the
draft. In the li=it, a very good repository could be disqualified

even if extremely tight seals could be placed--if one could not demon-
strate th a t the seal was exactly equivalent to the host rock in terms of

radionuclide blockage.

0541-55 recommends that the fourth design goal (see above) be accepted
as a criterion for sealing. This goal is the most flexible and workable

considering:
,

The goal relates to acceptable release rates,e

thus requiring consideration of all site-specific
, conditions and institutional standards.

e It is expected that sealing investigations vill
show that secling can be accomplished so that
potential escape rates are very lov. However, it
may not be possible to positively conclude that
escape rates at and near to a sesl positively
will be equal to or less than through a very good
host material. Ihus, the recommended goal does
not unduly penalize (and possibly eliminate) the
best host rock environments by requiring extreme
sealing requirements, while much reduced sealing
is required for less ideal host conditions.

e The use of a factor of safety (or some other
similar reducing factor) per=its the acceptable
release level to be reduced as appropria:e to
acc oun t for the total nu=ber of penetrations ,
other potential release paths, any uncertain-
ties in seal behavior or future events, and
potential future reductions in institutional
standardt.

I WNPP(7f eDV(.\ |
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The use of the factor of safety concept can
'

e
permit consideration of time changes in reposi-
tory and seal conditions, by assigning different
factors for different time considerations .

Recognizing that the ~ concepts of penetration sealing requirements will

be greatly Tnhanced during the next several years, it is recommended
that the draft regulations at this time be revised to permit the Com=is-

sion and Department to agree upon the best solution when a tual seal
,

designs are being developed. The following wording is suggested.

" Th e sealed penttrations such as boreholes and shafts provide a barrier
such that _radion..clide migration from all penetrations is suf ficiently
lov se that acceptable consecuences are not' exceeded when penetration

- cicration potentials are added to all other repository release poten-
tials. The margin of safety applied to determine acceptable seal
perfor=ance shall be determined on a site-by-site basis ."

:
4
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' '

PRIORITY I ISSUE
[ 60.132(c) (3) ]

Subject of Comment : -

60,132(c)(3) " Design to facilitate retrieval of waste. The Department

shall design the underground facility to facilitate retrieval of waste
in accordance with Section 60.lll(a)(3) . To accomplish this, the

Department shall design the underground facility to assure structural
stability of openings and minimize groundwater contact with the waste-

packages and design an emplacement environment that otherwise promotes

- waste recovery without compromising the ability of the geologic reposi-
tory to meet the performance objectives."

Cocment:

(See co=ments to Sec tion 60.111(a)(3) . } It is apparent that =uch

additional discussion and evaluation is required before the Commission
can give an absolute quantitative requirement for retrievability. It

may be that there are several type s o f retrievability; i .e . , "with
direct access" before backfilling which would ' apply for a short period;
and " technically feasible but with remining" for some longer period
after backfilling . However, the backfilling would be acco=plished using

procedures aimed primarily at the long term isolation goal . It does not

make sense to j eopardize long term isolation of an entire repository
sidply to achieve an excessive period for " direct access" retrievability.

.
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PRIORITY I ISSUE
[ 60.132 (c) (7 ) (iii) ]

|
|

Subject of Comment:
60,132(c)(7)(iii) "During repository construction and operation the
Department shall. conduct a continued program of surveillance, testing,

- measurement, and geologic mapping to ensure that design parameters are
verified 'and to provide additional data to confir: the isolation and
containment characteristics of the seals and. the underground f acility.

The Department shall measu-e and monitor changes in subsurface

conditions on a regular basis."

Cor: ment :

As with all, underground construction activities, it must be 'nticipated
that changed conditions will be encountered from time to time that may
require that revisions be.made to design paramet 'rs and construction

;
i

techniques. I; will be of major benefit to repository schedules andi

costs if the regulations include a mechanism for making the changes that
will not change the overall intent of the repository without disrupting
operations. Section 60.132(c)(7)(iii) appears to be an appropriate

,i

! location to introduce this concept. A suggestion is to modify the

wording as follows : ".....that design parameters are verified or accro-
priate changes made o suit actual field conditions, and to provide
data....."

. .; . .1 . .
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PRIORITY.I ISSUE
[60.132 (c) (9) (v) ]

Subject of Comment:

60,132(c)(9)(v) "If aquifers or water bearing structures are encountered
-during construction then the Department must use pregrouting in advance
of exca ation."

.

Comment:

Pregrouting in advance of excavation is only one of several engineering
solutions to water inflow problems. Others include freezing and lining

and temporary devatering with short boreholes from within the excava-
tion. In the case of repositories, pregrouting may be particularly

*

unattractive because the grout =ay eventually reduce the effectiveness
of backfilling and repository sealing. This paragraph should be re=eved

from the regulations entirely. Tne method for handling water is a

normal design consideration.

.
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' PRIORITY I ISSUE
(60.135)

Subject of Comment:

60.135 "The Department shall design and construct the geologic reposi-
tory operations area to permit retrieval of all waste packages,
mechanically intact, if retrieval operations begin within 50 years
after all of the waste has been emplaced and if the-geologic repository
has not been decommissioned. The design of the geologic repository
operations area shall provide for retrievability of the waste within
a' period of time that is about the same as that in which it was
ecplaced."
.

Con =ent:

It is again noted that the retrieval / deco ==issioning situation in the
draft regulations is confusing and probably not appropriate. (See

co==ents to Sections 60.111(a)(3) and 60,132(c)(3).]

1
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m.

Mr. L. B. Myers
Office of Nuclear Waste Isolation '

505 King Avenue
Columbus, Ohio 43201

.

Dear Mr. Myers:

Enclosed are our Priority 11 coc=ents (listed on Table II) to the draft
NRC regulations for HLW repositories. We do not want to diminish their
value because we hope that these changes are made. However, the

Priority I issues sent to you yesterday appear to be most critical.

Our review co=ments resulted from a variety of our personnel working
for ONWI and for other repository activities. Accordingly, I am

going to bind our coc:ments so that each of our people will have a copy
for review and their files. I will send you one of those bound copies
so that you will have a complete record of D' Appolonia suggestions.

.

Very truly yours,

% . - -

P1 chard D. Ellison

RDE:se
Enclosures

i

10 oUFF RoAo PITTSBURGH. PA 15235 TELEPHONE: 412/2434 200

BECXLEY WV CHESTERToN. IN CHICAGO. IL DENVER. Co houston TX LAGUNA NIGUEL. CA

WILMINGToN. NC BRUSSELS. BELGIUM SEOUL. KOREA TEHERAN IRAN
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TABLE II

Priority II Cor.ments

Pg. 31396 Considerations

60.2 Definitions
60.101(e)
60,111(c)(1)

60,122(a)(2)(i)

60,122(a)(6)

60.122(a)(9)
60,122( a)(9 )(v)

60.122(b)(1)(ii)
60.122(b)(2)(v)
60.122(b)(3)(i)
60,122(b)(3)(ii)

60,122(c)(1)(ii)(c)

60.132(c)(2)(i) -

60.132(c)(2)(ii)
60.132(c)(2)(v)
60.132(c ) (4 ) (ii)

60.132(c)(3)
60,132(c)(6)(ii)

60.132(d)(1)(ii)
'
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PRIORITY 11 ISSUE
(CONSIDERATIONS (1)}

Subject of Comment:

Pg. 31396 Considerations (1) Systems Approach. "The term. . . . . decision

bases.

"It is evident that for a geologic repository, the geologic setting must

be one barrier. In considering whether there should be other barriers,
a key question'which needs to be answered is whether it is prudent, in
view of the nature of the problems and the uncertainties involved;

'to rely on the geologic setting alone to accomplish the functions
stated above. The state-of-the-art in the earth sciences is such that

a?1 of the uncertainties associated with these functions cannot be
resolved through consideration of the geologic setting.

"It is appropriate..... medium and site." .

Comment:

This comment may not require any action by the NRC, but is made to

possibly avoid future confusion. The thought presented in this para-

graph indicates that the geologic setting can provide only one barrier.
At the same time, however, ONWI is performing studies to see if sites

can be located which have multiple natural barriers--i.e. , where the

geologic setting provides more than one barrier. It would appear to be
,

pot entially beneficial for the Department and Commission to concur on
this concept. That concurrence should 'also have some effects on how the

Commission treats undesirable quantitative specifications which present-
ly cover all sites.

I
:
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.

PRIORITY II ISSUE
(60.2)

Subject of Coment:

60.2 Definitions.

Comen t :

Definitions of the terms " saturated media", " site", " institutional
control", and " module" should be added.

Subject of Coment: .

60.2 " Decommissioning--neans final backfilling of subsurface facilities,
sealing of shaf ts, and decontamination and dismantlement of surface

facilities."

Coment :

Change of ".. sealing of shafts..." to "... sealing of penetrations such ,

as shaf ts. . ." is recomended.

,

i
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B-3

PRIORITY II ISSUE
[60.101(e)]

Subject of Comment:

60,101(e) "The requirements and conditions in subsequent sections
assume that disposal will be in saturated media. The Commission does

not inteed to exclude disposal in the vadose zone or any other method
by promulgating these criteria; however, dif ferent criteria may need
to be developed to license other disposal methods."

-

Comment:

Without a definition of saturated media, the statement is not very *

precise and will have dif ferent meanings to different persons. For

example, does'the term " saturated media" mean that the host is within
a continuous water table condition or does it simply imply "below the

water table."
.

e
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PRIORITY II ISSUE !

[60.111(c)(1)]

Subject of Comment:

60,111(c)(1) Waste Packages. "The Department shall design waste pack-

ages so that there is reasonable assurance that radionuclides will be
contained for at least the first 1,000 years after decommissioning
and for as long thereaf ter as is reasonably achievable given expected
processes and events as well as various water flow conditions including
full or partial saturation of the underground facility."

.

, Comment:

The general purpose of the 1,000 year designation appears reasonable
based upon radionuclide decay rates and desired redundancy with the
isolation provided by the geologic system. However, it seems premature

at this time to absolutely conclude that 1,000 years is the correct

number for all repository sites. For example, if a site is determined .

to provide extremely good natural isolation, but waste packages can
be assured for only 700 years because of a chemical condition or waste
package costs, the site may still present a very attractive alternative.
It is strongly recommended that this section be qualified to permit
shcreer periods, if the Department can demonstrate that the combined
geologic barriers and engineered 'oerriers satisfy the intent of a HLW
repository.

b bh Ik k
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PRIORITY II ISSUE
[60.122(a)(2)(i)]

Subject of Comment:

60,122(a)(2)(i) "The Department shall conduct investigations on the
order-of 100 kilometers horizontal radius from the geologic repository

operations area."

Comment:

For some sites 100 km may be too small, while for others, such as
salt domes, 100 km may be too large. It is recommer.ded that this.
section eliminate the strict use of a " quantitative designation" and
replace it with "the investigation of each geologic tectonic, hydrologic
and climatic factor important to repository functioning should be

conducted over that area required to fully describe and analyze that

feature." At some sites and for some factors, the distance could be 100

km or more. The level of detail ir.vestigated at all distances from the ,

repository site shall be determined to suit the type and importance of
data at that location.

.

1
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PRIORITY II ISSUE
[60.122(a)(6)]

Subject of Comment:
60.122(a)(6) "The Department shall validate analyses and modeling of
future conditions and changes in site characteristics using field tests,
in situ tests, field-verified laboratory. tests, monitoring data, or
natural analog studies."

Comment:

It is always difficult to envision every scientific procedure that may
be used to verify and/or validate a finding, particularly in an area
with major R&D efforts. It is recommended that the following statement

be added to the end of this section: . . .or other method demonstrated"

to be 'appropri.2te by the Department."
l

.
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PRIORITY II ISSUE
[60.122(a)(9)]

Subject of Comment:

60,122(a)(9) "The Department shall determine by appropriate analyses
the extent of the volume of rock within which the geologic framework,

ground water flow, ground-water chemistry, or geomechanical properties
are anticipated to be significantly affected by construction of the

geologic repository or by the presence of the emplaced wastes, with
emphasis on the thermal loading of the latter. In order to do the

analyses required in this paragraph, the Department shall at a minimum
conduct inve s t ig at i'bns and tests to provide the following input data...

"As a minimum, the Department shall assume that the volume will extend
a horizontal distance of 2 kilometers from the limits of the repository

excavation and a vertical distance from the surface to a depth of 1

kilometer below the limits of the repository excavation."

Comment:

In some cases, such as a salt dome, a distance of 2 km from the reposi-

tory may be excessive. This can be handled without exces sive ef fort, if

all parties recognize the level of detail actually needed as distance
may vary fr om site-to-site . Pos sibly of greater importance, the I km

depth below the repository as an unqualified requirement may not always
be desirable. For example, if there are several aquifers within 1 km

distance, it will be desirable that borings below the repository be

limited to only the absolute minimum required--and their locations
should be very carefully selected. It is recommended that this section
be changed to say that the volume extends to I km, but that the extent

of data required between 300 m and 1 km below the repository will be
determined on a site-by-site basis.
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PRIORITY II ISSUE
[ 60.122(a) (9) (v) ]

Subject of Coninent:

60.122(a)(9)(v) "The in situ determination of the bulk geochemical
conditions, particularly the redox potential, of the host rock and
surrounding confining units."

Conssent :

This statement implies that the most important geochecical characteri-
zation is likely to be redox potential (or eH). First, it may not be;

pH or trace element / mineral geochemistry may be far more import ant.
Second, this is a very difficult measurement to make accurately under
good in situ conditions. Finally, unless the location of in situ
measurements is exceptionally clean of foreign matters (drilling mud,
oxygen, etc.), the measurement may be meaningless. More important and

practical than in situ measurement may be good laboratory work using ,

simulated host rock and fluids.

|

1
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B-9

PRIORITY II ISSUE
[60.122(b)(1)(ii)]

Subject of Coment: ,

60.122(b)(1)(ii) "Except holes drilled for investigations of the geo-
logic repository, there is or has been drilling for whatever purpose
to depths below the lower limit of the accessible environment."

-

Conneent :

This requirement is unneessarily restrictive. Borings may be separated

from the Repository by an adequate barrier or they may be sealed. * The
statement should include the qualifier, "if it is probable that the

'

boring could adversely affect isolation and if complete sealing may
not be accomplished."

i

e
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B-10

PRIORITY II ISSUE
[ 60.122 (b) (2) (v) ]

Subject of Coment:

60.122(b)(2)(v) "There is an area characterized by higher seismicity
than that of the surrounding region or there is an area in which there

are indications based on correlations of earthquakes with tectonic

processes and features that seismicity may increase in the future."

Comment:

This f actor is not needed as special adverse condition. The seismicity

of an area vill always be one of the important site selection and design

f acto rs . The importance of seismicity will be decided on a site-by-site

basis.

$
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E-11

PRIORITY 11 ISSUE
[60.122(b)(3)(i)]

Subject of Coment:

60.122(b)(3)(i) "There is potential for significant changes in hydro-
logic conditions including hydraulic gradient, average pore velocity,
storativity, permeability, natural recharge, piezometric level, and
discharge jcints. Evaluation techniques include palcohydrologic
analysis."

*

Coment :

What is~" average _ pore velocity?" Also, if required at all, this section
should apply only if the change would reduce the isolating capability
of the repository.

.
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* *B-12

i PRIORITY II ISSUE
[60.122(b)(3)(fi)]

Subject of Coment:

60.122(b)(3)(ii) "The geologic repository operations area is located

I where there would be long term and short term adverse impacts associated
I with the occupancy and modification of floodplains. (Executive Order

11988)."

|

|
Coment :

The intent of this condition is not cicar. Apparently, it deals only

with surface facilities. It is premature at this time to rule out

underground spaces on the basis of surf ace hydrologic and hydraulic

cond itions. Future studies may show that surface facility designs
,

|

can be changed at less cost than required to improve less suitable
underground conditions.

|
'
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B-13

PRIORITY II ISSUE
[ 60.122(c) (1) ( f i) (c) ]

Subject of Comment:

60.122(c)(1)(ii)(c) " Geochemical properties, such as reducing conditions
which result in low solubility or radiocuclides, and near-normal pH, or
a lack of complexing agents."

Comment:

It would be preferable to state the characteristics in terms of net geo-
chemical performance, rather than specifying which part of the redox,
pH, and complexing spectra is desirable. 'Ihis could also include such
items as lov leachability and mobility of radionuclides.

.
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* *
B-14

PRIORITY II ISSUE
.

[60.132(c)(2)(1)]

Subject of Comment:
60.132(c)(2)(i) "The Department shall demonstrate that the underground
facility includes those engineered features that are needed to limit
radioactive releases af ter decommissioning to levels that are as low as

reasonably achievable. The Department shall include an identification
and a comparative evaluation of alternatives to the major design fea-
tures that are provided to enhance radionuclide retardation and contain-

-

ment."
f

.

Comment:

As low as reasonably achievable could be stated as a goal. However,

the requirement should be related to the acceptable standard.,

.
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B-15

PRIORITY II ISSUE
[ 60.132 (c) (2) (ii) ]

Subject of Comment:

60,132(c)(2)(ii) "The Department shall design the underground facility
such that. the orient ation, geometry, layout, and depth of the under-
ground excavation in addition to any engineered barriers provided as
part of the underground facility are optimized for that site. The

Department shall use as optimization criteria the perfomance objectives
in Section 60,111(c)(2), (c)(3)."

.

.

Comment:

This paragraph requires that the underground facility be optimized
(presumably with respect to performance objectives, although this is
not clear) for a given site. First, optimization is a nomal design

function and does not need to be stated in a regulation. More

importantly, the section specifies the optimization criteria. It is '

impossible for anyone to state today all of the factors that should be
considered in the design process. These factors and their relative
importance for different site conditions will be finalized during the
next few years as site investigations, designs and R&D programs are
completed. Ihe last sentence of this section should be eliminated
as a minimum.

1

1
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B-16

PR I O' . f I I ISSUE |

[ 6 0. L.,2 (c ) (2) (v) ] 1

Subject of Comment:
60.132(c)(2)(v) "The Department shall place emphasis on multicotsponent
borehole and shaft and seals and use materials that are compatible with

the rock properties and other in situ conditions."

Comment:

Consideration should be given toward better qualification of the term

" compatible." Compatibility incorporates a spectrum of material pro-

perties, including geochemical, thermal response, mechanical response,
and must consider host conditions, under a range of physiochemical
conditions. It is not necessary for the seal properties to be the

same as.the. rock for compatibility requirements to be completely

satisfied. For example, it of ten will be desirable for the seal mate-

rial to be more ductile / flexible than the ' ast rock so that the seal ,

will not crack under thermally or mechanically induced movements.

.
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B-17

PRIORITY II ISSUE
[ 60.132(c) (4) (ii) ]

Subject of Coment:

60.132(c)(4)(ii) "The Department shall design openings to minimize the
fracturing of overlying orpotential for deleterious rock movemen a-

surrounding rock. The Department shall optimize openi - design, includ-
ing shape, size orientation, spacing and support materials with respect
to natural stress conditions, deformation characteristics of the host

'

rock under thermal loading, and the nature of weaknesses or structural
discontinuities present at the location of the opening." *

Coment :

See coment to Section 60.132(c)(2)(ii).

.
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B-18

PRIORITY II ISSUE
(60.132(c)(5)]

Subject of Coc: ment :

60,132(c)(5) Lining of subsurface excavations. "The Department shall

line subsurface excavations in areas that require:

(i) A positive control of water or gas inflow
from aquifers or other porous zones;

(ii) Support for zones of weak or fractured rock;

(iii) Anchorage for equipment or hardware." .

.

Comment:

This paragraph would, presumably, eliminate alternate technologies
to lining, even when alternatives may prove s,uitable and cost effective.
In some cases, lining may be particularly undesirable. For er. ample,

adequate anchorage is possible in competent rock without lining.
Further, this criteria should consider any consequences of lining on

sealing requiren:ents. If the statement is required at all, it should

simply state that: " Engineered control procedures should be in any

areas that require:...."
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B-19

PRIORITY II ISSUE
[ 60.132(c) (6) (f i) )

Subject of Coment:

60,132(c)(6)(ii) "Ihe Department shall design hoists with mechanical
geared lowering devices that preclude cage free fall."

Coment :

Although the prevention of free fall is an important design goal, there

is no reason at this time to restrict the technology method for achiev-

ing it.
*

.
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E-20
.

PRIORITY II ISSUE.
[ 60.132(d)(1) (ii) ]

i

Subject of Comment:

60,132(d)(1)(ii) "The Department shall coordinate the design of the
geologic reps I. tory with site characterizaton activities to assure that
boreholes necessary for site characterizaton are located at future
positions of shafts or large unexcavated pillars." -

Comment:

Requiring boreholes for site characterization to be located at positions
of future shafts or pillars is desirable but too restrictive for all

This restriction may cause important geologic information tocases.

be missed during investigation. For example, (1) it may be desirable
te drill a boring away from the shaf t area to further examine anomalous
conditions in a geophysical survey or (2) inclined boreholes may provide
significant geologic information but tunnels or shaf ts may not be con-

,

structed around these boreholes. This section could state that bore-

holes for site investigation that will not be at a shaft and will

require sealing.should be minimized, and that they will be permitted
only if the Department demonstrates their need and how the seal will be
successfully placed.

In any event, it should be made clear that this section deals only
with deep boreholes that penetrate the host rock or other rocks
import ant to isolation. It does not necessarily apply to shallow

hydrologic boreholes.

. D*APPOLONILA .-
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STANFORD UNIVERSITYa -- '

STANFORD. CALIFORNIA 94305 ETCOy[g

N233DEPARTMENT OF APPUED EARTH SCIENCES Phone: (415 497 0847
School of Eanh scimes Teles: 9640 STANFOFD/STNU

MN E.MERS

iJune 18, 198?
i

Mr. L.B. Myers
ONVI
Battelle
505 King Avenue
Columbus, Ohio 43201

Dear Mr. Myers:

Some very serious hydrologic errors in the " Technical Support Documentation
for the Siting Requirements in IJSNRC 10 CFR Part 60 - Disposal of
High-Level Radioactive Wastes in Geologic Repositories" overshadow all other
aspects of the document. These errors have resulted in the preparation of
an " Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking" that sets up unnecessary require-
ments and misses the essential requirements.

It should be emphasized that this erroneous information did not come from
the regular refereed hydrologic literature. Rather, it came from inexcusable
verbage that has been allowed to creep into print in sources other than the
regular refereed hydrologic. literature as referenced on page 3-6.

First let me describe the erroneous information and erroneous thought trends
in these documents:

OPage 6-9 discusses " permeability" values as low as 10 cm/sec. I have
seen even lower' values in non-refereed literature. First of all, if the
units are_cm/sec, the correct terminology should be " hydraulic conductivity".
When such numbers are substituted into the flow equations at normal ground-
water gradients over very long periods of time, they can predict objectionable
radionuclide transport to the biosphere. Therefore, it appears to the uninit-
iated that "Regardless of host rock permeability and depth, there is suf ficient
time for groundwater to penetrate the repository and return biologically
significant radionuclides to the accessible environment." (Page 1-4). As a
ensequence, groundwater containment cannot be counted on and " Performance
studies and sensitivity analyses indicate, over the long term under reason-
able conditions, it is primarily the geochemical system that will determine
the rate of release of radionuclides to the accessible environments. "

. .

(Page 3-6). Because of-uncertainties about the geochemical system, it is
therefore essentially impossible to prove containment. The result has been
the specification of unnecessary testing and requirements while the truly
important ones are not mentioned. Fortunately, this is completely wrong!

I,

|
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Mr. L.B. Mayers -2- June 18, 1980
. .

When there is a linear relationship between groundwater discharge and
gradient, the flow regime is said to be "Darcian". Hydraulle conductivity is
the constant of proportionality, and the relationship is Darcy's Law. Darcy's
Law and the commonly-used transport equations apply only when the flow is
Darcian, in the case af a nuclear repository site, the fluid flow regime will
be non-Darcian because of the low permeabilities of the host rocks. In fact,

if Darcian flow can occur in a geologic material, that material is too perme-
able for use as a repository host rock.

-OAs mentioned, " hydraulic conductivity" values of 10 cm/sec and smaller are
reported from studies of potent'lal repository host rocks. If very large time

frames ~are used, solution of the transport equations may predict objectionable
radionuclide transport to the biosphere even for these low values of " hydraulic
conductivity." However, such low values of " hydraulic conductivity" indicate
the presence of materials sufficiently impermeable to preclude Darcian flow.
Therefore, these computations are completely without meaning. They are not

'

even approximations. They are totally worthless.

I have read of laboratory experiments in which the ends of cores of dense
unfractured granite or salt are subjected to pressure differences of 250,000
psi. After some time, water is driven through the core. Using Darcy's law,
" hydraulic gradients" of 10-10cm/sec or there about are computed and reported.
Subsequently, people use such " hydraulic conductivities" under normal ground-
water gradients of say 0.001 to predict significant groundwater transport
over long periods of time. Again, this is completely wrong.

The water that passed 6 trough the core was not subject to Darcian flow. A

value of 10-10cm/sec is not Sydraulic conductivity. Because Darcy's law
does not-apply, there is no linear relationship between flow and gradient.
Therefore, that number can only be used at the experimental head gradient of
250,000 psi per core length, if it takes 250,000 psi differential to move
water through the core, the water is not moving through capillary cores. It

must be moving through spaces of subcapillary size and against tremendous
adsorptive force fields. Almost certainly, a large threshold gradient is
needed to move water molecules against such forces. In short, it is likely
that a rock that tests at 10-10 m/sec under such huge gradients will have ac
zero transport rate under a field gradient of 0.001.

The other problem with the Laboratory core is that it is likely to miss joints
and faults. Thus, for fractured impermeable rocks, the laboratory tests can
seriously underestimate transport. Fortunately, the answer to this is simple.
Before emplacement of canisters in repository cored holes, the cored holes
canbepressuretestedatnon-destrucjfvepressures. If a test results in
a " hydraulic conductivity" of say 10- cm/sec, two things are apparent. First,

there are no open fractures that are conducting significant amounts of
fluid. Second, the transport to the biosphere under normal field gradients over
the 1,000 year specified transport period is zero because the flow is
"sub-Darcian".
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Mr. L.E. Mayers -3- June 18, 1980
.

In conclusion, the hydrology can do the containment job e ,,cially for
a period as short as 1,000 years. Seco,d, with the geochemistry as a
backup, the transport problem is tractable over the short design periods
now specified.

Sincerely yours,

bb.vbew^'s
'

frwin Remson
,

-Professor '

IR:rh

cc: Dr. R.B. Laughan-
Mr. Thomas Nicholson
GRG Committee
Professor.Krauskopf

,
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g iEO UNIVERSITY OF UTAH RESEARCH INSTITUTE
- 1

JUN 2 31980 |
LYD! B.MYEP.S

EARTH SCIENCE LABORATORY
420 CHIPETA WAY, $UITE 120
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84108

TELEPHONE 801 581 5283

June 17, 1090
-.

!'r. L. S. Myers

nffice 'of Nuclear Waste Isolation
505 King Avenue
Columtus, Ohio a3201

Dear Mr. Myers:

I am pleased to submit the following comments regarding the !!uclear
o.egulatory Commission document 10 CR 60, Subcarts E, ^ as oublished in the
'tay 13 Federal o.egister. I understand these com ents will be forwarded to TRC
as an attachment to the Of!WI developed review.

General Comments

The Supplementary Infor~ation developed as ackground, Nature of theo

roblem, Underlying Principles, and Considerations would appear to adecuatelyo

identify the key issues involved in the disposal of HLW. The underlying
conservative evaluation of repository sites is appropriate to the importance
of the problem, but should not be so rigidly applied that reasonably
acceptable sites are eliminated without full consideration of offsetting
favorable factors. Predictions of future site stability for the long term
(i.e.10,000 years or more) will be imnossible to demonstrate. Thus well
reasoned, competent judgement based oh the geologic recora of the last
millions of years must be an acceptable substitute for demonstrated future
stability. One point not adequatelv addressed is that the risk and economics
of timely geologic storage must u it.. ' tely be compared with the risk and

k economics of no geologic storage -- he alternative which could result from
the ultimate lii conservative site evaluations.

Specific Coments

Subpart E - Technical Criteria

"60.2 Definitions. The definitions are adequate and sufficient.

*60,101 Purpose. No comment.

L
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* *60.111 Performance Objectives

(3) Retrievability - The requirement of 50 year retrievability should
not exclude backfilling M the mined areas; to do so may place
unnecessary thermal and mechanical stress on the repository site.
- Is the waste package requirement of radionuclide containment for
1,000 years feasible with current state-of-the-art? If there is-
some uncertainty in this, the specific (1,000 years) time require-
ment should be modified.

(4) Performance of the geologic stability - Reasonable assurance of
geologic stability for 10,000 years seems reasonable and achievable.

*60.121_. Site and Environs Ownership and Control - No coment.

*60.122 Siting Requirements

(a)(2)(i) Geologic investigations completed for a radius of 100 km from
the repository area is a reasonable requirement, but the level of
detail of these investigations is not specified. It is probably

best this way, with the level of detail being a judcement rather
than specified regulatory consideration.

'(a)(2)(iii) A 10,000 year period for prediction of changes in natural
conditions and the performance of the geologic repository is
reasonable and approoriate.

(a)(5) A reasonable trade-off must be made between drill hole testing
to reduce geologic uncertainty and the intent to minimize drilling
to preserve the integrity of the reservoir.

(a)(9)+ Knowledge of the geologic and physical properties of the recesi-
tory host for a distance of 2 km from the limits of excavation is
reasonable and prudent. A similar knowledge for depths of 1 km
below the repository excavation must either

a) admit and accept considerable uncertainty and rely largely upon
geologic judgement and geophysical measurement, or

b) provide for several drill holes within and surrounding the
repository, to depths 1 km below excavation levels.

A reasonable trade-off between the two possibilities must be
accepted and acknowledged as a clarification of statements within
this section.

(b)(1) Potentially adverse human activities.
Items (i) through (vii) provide an adequate and reasonable listing
of potentially adverse human activities.

(b)(2) Potentially adverse natural conditions - geologic 'and tectonic.
Items (i), (iii), (iv), (v), (vi), (vii) are reasonable and prudent.
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(b)(2)(ii) Evidence of dissolutioning, collapse, or similar features*

which resulted from Pre-Quaternary geologic processes that have
since been inactive, should not by itself disqualify a site.
Reasonable proof of stability during the Quaternary should be
required and adequate.

(b)(3) Potentially adverse natural conditions - hydrologic.
(iv) Presence of a fault or fracture zone with a herizontal length
of more than a few hundreds of meters should not by itself
disqualify a site. Countless examples may be sited of fractures
tightly sealed with quartz, calcite or clays which show no evidence
of movenent or fluid flow for 10's of millions of years. The
requirement as stated may be unnecessarily restrictive.

(c) Favorable characteristics.
The intent of this section is clear and reasonable. However the
degree to which many characteristics can be measured or demonstrated
is questionable. The entire section should be cualified by,

" consistent with the state-of-the-art" and "in-so-far as possible

with acceptable drilling limitations".

*60.132 Design Requirements - No coment.

*60.133 Waste package and Emclacement Environment - No comment.

*60.134, 60.136 Missing in Federal Register??

*60.135. No comment.

*60.137 No coment.

Subpart G - Quality Assurance

*60.171 Quality Assurance Program

The need for a quality assurance program to maintain quality control
for studies and data gathering associated with siting a geologic
repository is recognized. Nevertheless many geological, geophysi-
cal, geochemical and hydrologic studies are not readily amenable to
tightly specified field procedures, measurement procedures, etc.
The nature of geoscience exploration activities is that step 3
depends upon the results of steps 1 and 2, upon terrain and earth
conditions, etc. The implementation of a quality centrol program
for these dctivities implies substantial increases in cost, perhaos
less data for the same budgeted expenditures, and increased delays
in receiving data and survey results. Thus I urge recognition of
the unique aspects of geoscience exploration in the cetailed
statement of the quality assurance program, and I encourage the use
of reasoned judgement and flexibility instead of rigid specifica-
tions normally associated with quality assurance programs.
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I hope these comments are usef61 in your evaluation of the current form*

of 10 CRF Part 60.

Sincerely,

h
- Howard P. Ross
Geophysicist; ONWI Geclogic Review Group i

Senior Geophysicist / Project Manager, ESL/UURI ;
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PROCEAMS OF STUDY
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June 17, 1980

LYNN B.MYERS

.

Mr. L.B. Myers
Office of Nuclear Waste Isolation
305 King Avenue -

Columbus, Ohio 43201

Dear Mr. Myers:

Please find enclosed my comments on " Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission 10 CFR Part 60, Technical Criteria for Regulating Geologic
Disposal (of) High Level Radioactive Waste" as requested.

Sincerely yours,

() s' M *

George F. Pinder
Director
Water Resources Program

GFP:ksw
Enclosure

I
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COMMENTS ON " Nuclear Regulatory Commission 10 CFR Part 60

Technical Criteria for Regulating Geologic
,

Disposal (of) High Level Radioactive Waste"

by George F. Pinder
,

1.0 PREAMBLE
.

The technical aspects.cf the geologic disposal of high level radio-

activewaste(HLW)arecosmopolitaninscope. This attribute of

the prcblem is reflected in the broad spectrum of related yet.

separate topics covered in this document. 'In the remarks to

follow I have elected to focus only on those elements of the

docum'ent that are within my primary area of expertise--the physical,

description and analysis of mass transport in the subsurface.

2.0 GENERAL COMMENTS

2.1 " Indelible con epts" and " golden numbers"

While the proposed document can, and indeed should, be viewed as a

preliminary statement of the Commission's position regarding the

technical criteria for regulating geologic disposal of HLW, it is

very important to examine the most fundamental concepts presented

therein so that the more general ideas as well as the technical

details of the presentation are properly evaluated. In this spirit

I feel one must beware of what I shall call " indelible concepts"

and " golden numbers". Indelible concepts are those ideas introduced
,

early in the formulation of a problem which become inviolate as

the analysis of the problem proceeds. The inertia against change

in these concepts often arises because the evolving document is

inextricably tied to them. Thus a complete revision of the conceptual

. .- _ - - -
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model underlying the analysis would be required should they

change.
'

Golden numbers are similar. These are numbers introduced into

an analysis without careful deliberation or scientific justifica-,

tion. They are generally considered a workir,9 cstimate, but often

become cast in concrete as the analysis proceeds. I feel this
.

document contains both " indelible concepts" and " golden numbers".

An example of an " indelible concept" is found on page 31394 of

the Federal Register Vol. 45, No. 94. There the problem of the

disposal of HLW is decomposed into five subproblems 1) lifetime of

; the repository,2) physical extent of the repository 3) waste / rock
,

interaction, 4) treatment of uncertainties, and 5) problems of

human intrusion. These subproblems are further subdivided into
;

appropriate sub-subpreblems. Fcr example 1) lifetime of the

repository is broken ?nto a) site selection, b) construction and

emplacement of wastes, c) post closure of the repository. The first

of these, site selection, is further broken down into two sub-sub-

subdivisions I) site suitability criteria, II) site acceptibility

criteria'. It is evident that this hierarchial . structure, which-

essentially dictates the fundamental form of the final criteria,

is built upon the original five subdivisions. -These original sub-
)

divisions, however, are selected without documented consideration
.,

of alternatives. Because of the impact each step in this problem
.
,

'

i decomposition has on the final analysis, I feel it-is -imperative

that each procedural step be properly justified.

.
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Golden numbers are at least as insidious as " indelible concepts"*

in inadvertently dictating 1,ong range decisions. Consider, for

example, page 31401. Permissible travel time to the environment

is given a lower Lound of 1000 years; the lower bound on waste

package containment.'is also given to be,1000 years. The annual rate

of release from the facility is required to be no greater than

1/100,000 of the total activity present in HLW. The siting in-

vestigations shall extend on the order of 100 kilometers. No

just*;iication or rationale is given for selecting these four numbers

which, in my opinion, play an important role in the final selection

of ap'propriate criteria. Because the reasons for choosing these

figures are not presented, they are not subject to scrutiny

'

commensurate with their importance.

2.2 The Role of Models

The proposed rules recognize the irreducible residual uncertainty

inherent in forecasts of environmentally related processes. Radio-

nuclide transport is, of course, such a process. However the

concomitant deductions regarding modelling which appear to have

arisen out of this recognition warrant additional consideration.

Models, whether they be mathematical, physical or electrical,;

assist the hydrologist in predicting the behavior of hydrologic

systems under new or existing stresses. They play a particularly

important role when a system is so complex that hydrologic insight

and experience are inadequate to provide an accurate determination

of system behavior. In systems which respond very slowly one cannot

rely on observed behavior to predict the future and models are

.
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essential in providing meaningful forecasts. The radionuclide*

transport problem certainly , qualifies as a candidate for modelling
i

when viewed from this perspective (this is consistent with the dis-

! cussion of " fundamental difficulties" on page 31395).

While it is evident to most hydrologists that mode' ling is an
.

important tool in forecarting the movement of contaminants in the

subsurface, one may argue that our knowledge of the HLW disposal

site is so inadequate that such models are fraught with fundamental

irreducib h uncertainty. Recall, however, that a model is simply
,

the physical or mathematical realization of our conceptual under-

|
standing of the problem. In other words the accuracy of a model

is a direct reflection of the accuracy of our conceptual model.,

i
All field investigations are designed to enhance our conceptual

'

and, by inference, mathematical (or physical) model of the system.
,

If the inherent uncertainty in our mathematical model is so great

i as to preclude its utility as.a forecasting tool then, inasmuch as

our conceptual model exhibits the same uncertainty, there is very

i little hope that " expert opinion" will provide additional insight.

One must then conclude that one of two alternatives remain. 1) ad-

ditional field experiments or alternative investigations must be

performed to reduce the residual uncertainty or 2) the fundamentala.

HLW problem.is not amenable to analysis'in a classical scientific'

or engineering sense.

It is the stated position of the Commission staff "not to require

modelling to be the primary decision tool to determine the capability

of the geologic repository to contain and isolate wastes from the bio-
'

sphere". I am diametrically opposed to this point of view. I believe
, ,

,,. . - , - - - .,. - - . . . - - . . , , , ----n
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that a model (probably tut not necessaiily mathematical) is an

essential element of the decision mak.'ng process. It provides
-

the following advantages:

1) it presents, unambiguously, to the scientific connunity
and public at large the state of knowledge regarding
the behavior of the system

2) it provides a clearly defined focus for professional
discussions, contributions and criticisms which gradually
illuminate our understanding ~of the behavior of the

,

proposed repcsitory site

3) it allows us to evaluate the impact of our lack of know-
ledge on the acceptability of a particular site. The
sh.glest type of analysis along these lines involves-

the use of ranges of parameter values in a series of
simulations

4) it is the only methodology that will provide meaningful
'

information on the time of travel of radionui . des
from the disposal site to the biosphere under various
breaching scenarios

5) carefully orchestrated, the model can be used to demonstrate
to public officials and the general population the probable
behavior of the repository under a reasonable range of
conditions.

In summary, I feel that a representative model of any potential

site is a necessary but not sufficient condition for licensing.

To attempt anythiag less wo sid surely jeopardize the credibility

of the licensing program in the eyes of the scientific community.

3.0 SPECIFIC COMMENTS

Inasmuch as this document is now part of the public record, I

will not point out those typographical errors which have doggedly

escaped the editorial staff. They seldom compromise the message

of the document.
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Pg 31394, Col. 3, Line 23-31: The difference between the two re-
quirements of technical criteria is too subtle for me to pick up
on first reading. Could this be clarified?

.

Pa. 31394, Col. 3, Line 1b*: While I concur with the observation,
I suggest some evidence to substantiate this statement is warranted.

,

*

)
.

Pg. 31395, Col. 2, Line 31: Considering geologic disposal is an
,

entirely new enterprise and that there will be no opportunity to
observe behavior o';er the long term it seems contradictory to rely
on expert opinion which, in turn, relies on past experience.

,

4

Pg. 31395, Col. 2, Line 9b-lb: Although I concur with the concept
af uncertainty as a major problem with HLW repository siting, I,

feel the concept of uncertainty described here misses the mark.'

Perhaps it could be re-examined?

Pg. 31395, Col. 3, Line 13: The meaning of the statement regarding
the separation of temporal and spatial elements of geological
disposal eludes me. I cannot see how s':ch a separation is possible
either physically or mathematically. Moreover, were it possible,
I fail to see how it would influence uncertainty.

Pg. 31396, Col. 1, Line 7b: In looking at uncertainL;, I feel one4

must keep in mind the final goal. Is it 1) to make the uncertainty
amenable to analysis, 2) to reduce its magnitude, 3) to evaluate
its impact? Each objective requires a different course of action.
The comment "Such measures..." seems to confound 1) and 2) above.

Pg. 31397, Col. 2, Line 5b: The general discussion of modelling
appears naive. The allusion to qualitative models is inaccurate'

and inappropriate. I strongly recommend reconsideration of this
entire section (5). If I were to present all of my concerns about
this section it would require another much longer report.

t

Pg. 31398, Col.1, Line 14b: "A satisfactory if imprecise margin ]
of saf ety". I have more than a little difficulty accepting an
imprecise margin of safety as satisfactory -- perhaps you could
substitute another word for satisfactory.

*
b indicates lines counted from bottom

.
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Pc. 31400, Col. 2, Line 14b: Calculation of transport travel times-

requires transport models -- have you de facto require (: models in
your rules? The same argument can be made for items (iii) top
of page 31401, Col.1 and eTsewhere beyond this point.

Pg. 31401, Col. 2, Line 14-Line 18b: I believe this list of (vi)
requirements is not now, nor likely .to be in the foreseeable future,
within the capability of earth scientists or engineers. This
strikes me as an unreasonable wish-list devoid of consideration
for and of available technology.

Pg. 31402, Col. 1, Line 12: "Storativity" is irrelevant to problems

within this time frame.
.

Pg. 31402, Col. 3, Items a)-f): Many of these items are irrelevant ,

misleading, or misinterpretations of the literature. I think

this ,section requires careful scrutiny by a qualified hydrolcgist.

Pg. 31405, Col. 2~, Line 9b-5b: Why?

.

:
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Nuclear Regulatory Commission Document on
' Technical Criteria for Regulating Geologic Disposal

of High-Level Radioactive Wastes" .

10 CFR-Part 60 in the Federal Register of May 13, 1980
pp. 31393-31408

GENERAL CGtE.TS

FRANK L. PNLER
*

'

Vanderbilt University

i
The document is, in many ways, admirable, in that it tries as best it

can to state forthrightly what the present status of knowledge is in the

field of geological disposal of radioactive wastes. However, though the

proposed rule-making and the " Technical Support Documentation for the

Siting Requirements in 10 CFR-Part 60" (4/7/80 draft) go on for hundreds

of pages, the final result is the'same generic conclusions as have been-

regurgitated many times by many other groups in many other foms. The

proposed mle-making finally concludes that expert opinion will be required

to detemine whether or not the site is suitable. Consequently, there is

no defense of the specific numbers mentioned in the proposed rules other

than generalized comments such as until the end of the effective lives ofp
,

|
the fission products and beyond times which it is impossible to even hope

i

; to detemine what the human population and its characteristics are liable
i

to' be. . Therefore, it places an enomous burden on the Deparment of Energv

f in trying to satisfy criteria which depend so nuch on expert testimony, when

at no place in the document is there any discussion of how expertise will be'

.

'

.

detemined and, possibly more important, who will evaluate the expert opinion

and on what basis. ,

I

. .]
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Eile it is almost impossible in administrative hearing to challenge

the qualifications of the expert witness, it is impossible to challenge

the qualifications of the hearing authority and the basis on which the
Hou can the public be assurred

hearing authority will be constituted.
-

that the best interests of the country will be fostered if the quality of

the hearing examiners and if the criteria which are of crucial inportsnee
-

Consequently,
are left strictly to the judgement of undefined experts?

this makes the problem of the proposing agency, The Department of En,ergy,

exceedingly difficult.

Equally crucial in a determination of this sort is the degree of

confidence that the-hearing authority must have or the expert witnesses
Will the Nuclear

must have that the proposed solution will be successful.

Regulatory Commission be satisfied with a 50% confidence, 90% confidence,
---

99% confidence, or will it demand 100% confidence that the site will work
The

as planned and at what stage will this confidence be demanded?

attached figure shows the extent to which legitimate expert opinion can

differ, depending on their degree of risk-adverseness.

For example, a risk-adverse person might follow only a curve that would
x

be essentially only the abscissa, $ sed on forthcoming Office of Technology. . -

S.,a That is, he would notf' ; '.
Assessment Report on Radioactive h'aste Management.W

*,,hY have any confidence in the success of a repository until the repository had,

(. At the opposite pole would be a
been in place for 10,000 years or more.

person who, from a cursory glance at the literature, would have 100% belief
llis curve would lie along the ordinate.in the success of a repository.

These are extreme positions. However, the two positions shown are

generalized as the envelope within which most competent geologists, geo-
They would have

hydrologists and earth science people would find themselves.

- _ _ _
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some confidence from a survey of the literature to eliminate spots that are
.

unlikely to be successful and their confidence would increase as one made

further investigations both at the surface and below ground. The

pessimistic person (responsibic pessimist) would still not have 100*.

confidence even after the repository itself was closed, whereas a responsible

optimist would believe that, after a reasonable amount of underground

exploration, he would have high confidence in the development of a .

' successful' repositorv.
.

There is also insufficient discussion or acknowledgement that each

of the individual barriers does not have to be atotally satisfacton in

itself, but it is the whole system that is of importance. hhile lip;

se nice is given to the systems approach, insufficient attention is paid

to the fact that each component of the system can be the regulating step. _

hhile one does design the barriers in depth, one would not need to have

each component in itself totally capable of attaining all the objectives

of the siting requirements. This is certainly not clear in the document.

One could think of the system as a series of coupled resenoirs with the

final discharge leading to the biosphere. Consequently, a holdup in any - i
l

one of the reservoirs could be sufficient to reduce the concentrations to

-the biosphere to acceptable limits. This is a crucial point. Consequently,

this would make possible the siting of facilities in locations which may

- be so diverse that one would have better hydrologic characteristics, one

would have better geological characteristics, one might have better man-made
,

barrier characteristics, and these could be tailored and should be tailored

to produce'a system that gives satisfactory results.

I agree wholeheartedly with the major emphasis that is given to in-situ

testing. What is not clear is at what stage in the licensing process.this

.

|s

.
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would be required and what specific tests would have to be held and what*

would be the go-no go criteria of the tests.

There seems to be no advantage taken of the INFCE studies, where in

the long run, it assumes that all the waste materials wind up in the world's ,

'

The study, therefore, concludes that one should calculate theoceans.

dosages both'for the naturally-occurring radioactive elements and without

the naturally-occurring radioactive elements, because these all would
~

eventually wind up in the world's oceans. .

Equally inportant in such criteria is the assumption that no mitigating
'

measures are possible, though retreival is, of course, indicated. There

are other mitigating measures which could be possible and which should be
:

evaluated. There is no discussion about the projected slow rate of releases'

of contaminants from the repositories relative to the rate of release of "

I

contaminants from reactors if accidents should occur. The enomous

differences in release rates are not documented and are not taken into

account in the analysis of the requirements.

Finally, in the technical support documentation there are same. outrageous

statements tucked away in the long, drawn-out narrative. For example, page

5-32, the first full paragraph, first sentence, says "as a minimum, a

site is presumed unsuitable if there is past evidence of dissolutioning

within the repositorv/ site interaction :ene. . . . What is sought are

indications of substantive dissolution as indicated by a layer oft ,

insoluble residues." As the writers must be well aware, many rf the salt

domes have layers of insoluble residues on top of the dones and, frequently,

on the sides of the domes which most likely have been left behind by

previous dissolutions. However, these layers of insoluble residues now protect

the salt domes from further dissolution or reduce dissolution to a very slow
.

Yet bytthis definition, many of the salt domes would be consideredrate.

-.

- _ -- __
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I am sure this is not the intent of the document, but in a
.

ineligible.
document as long as this, it is very possible that many more such outrageous

statements are included.
It is also obvious that the process of site approval must be better

-

As is evident in the book editeddesigned than is given in this docunent.

by Laurence Tribe, When Values _ Conflict, attempts to improve benefit / cost
analyses finally result in having an open process that is well understood

f

and that develops the trust of all responsible people on various sides o
.

There is no indication here how the process would be structured
the issue.
so that it would be an open and acceptable process to the majority of the

people involved in such a decision.
DETAILED CGtE.TS
Federal Register

Page 31395, item 4, the whole sentence states "first, geologic disposal is
It may

an entirely new enterprise /no experience with geologic disposal."

be true that no experience exists with purposeful geologic disposal, but,
,

|
J

in fact, one can find in salt mines relics from the Celtic age and one can

find in Pompeii and other areas items that have been disposed of in a

geologic setting which have remained inviolate over long periods of time.
The data base

One can certainly obtain some data from these instances.

is not quite so bleak as is indicated in the discussion.

Page 31396, item 3, dealing with the conservative analysis, " conservative

analysis because of the many uncertainties associated with high-level

radioactive waste and geological repositories," reinforces my original

cements that unless onc is prepared to state what level of confidence

one is willing to settle for, then one cannot handle these uncertainties.

In carrying out a conservative analysis, one has to be careful that so

many conservative assumptions are not made that eventually a less-,

'

.
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consenative solution is found.'

Page 31397, iten 4, last sentence, "it will be necessary to detemine the
Since there vill be |

site-acceptability question on a case-by-case basis."

so few sites selected, picking then on a site-by-site basis is not such a
-

bad idea, but more substance has to be given so that, in fact, the agency
,,

can have some indication whether or not it would be possible to obtain
|

a license prior to going to the expense of developiag a full-scale

repository.
Further justification needs to be given for the basis upon which

-ites and designs.
models are almost totally excluded except to compare

It is not clear at all how the long-tem (far future) dosages can be
hhile the absolute

detemined except by the use of mathematical models.

value of the numbers certainly cannot be taken to be very accurate, it
Expert opinion

is i'fficult to see other methods that will be superior.

leaves the process so open ended that it is difficult to see how one can
D e major advantage

avoid using models to bound long-tem futures.

of the models is that the assum;,tions must be documented, whereas expert

opinion is based upon internalized models.

Page 31399, definition of expected processes - unfortunately agencies have
It is indicated here

frequently tried to redefine the English language.

that human intrusion is not to be treated as an expected process and

1t should be so treated. Definition of high-level radioactiveevent.

waste should indicate that spent reactor fuel will be treated as waste if
Should follow the International Atomic Energy Agency'sso defined.

definition of high-level waste.

Page 31402 (C)(2)(iii)(a), nomally " result in a host rock with very low
This would, in effect, eliminate clay, which I do not

water content."
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think is the intent.
should be some indication of the use of modular dasign whichPage 31403 (4),

(5) should also include non-propagation.does show up later.

Page 31404 (2)(ii), would seem to indicate that if one wants the optinum
In fact would like to err on

solution one should extract maximun amount.

the side of safety so that one would leave a larger arount of media to be
The same point is made (iv)(2),

sure of providing a margin of safety.

optimizing opening design, etc.
,

One might
Page 31405 (S), presupposes that compaction is the best method.'

want to use material that would exoand upon being wetted. 1

(9)(v) The requirement of using pregrouting is not compatible with

mandating perfomance rather than technique.

Technical Support Documentation.

Page 1-4 - Some statemetts are verv difficult to understand, since they

are pronounced ex cathedra. For exanple, in (ii), third sentence,
,

"regardless of the host rock pemeability and depth, there is sufficient

time for groundwater to penetrate the repository and retum biologically
Where is the

significant radionuclides to the accessible environment."
One could certainly conceive of host rockjustification for this?

pemeability such as in salt where there is not time fo:. one grow.l..;--r

to come through and return any naterial in signficant quantities to the

environment.
It might

Page 1-6 - The 100 len distance certainly is an arbitrary value.

be more useful to talk about the geologic and hydrologic regime that is of

interest rather than an arbitrary 100 kilometers.

-,_ . - .
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Page 1-8 - The second to 1ast sentence in the second full paragraph is a

ve m fmportant comment, and yet it receives very little attention through-

out the~ document.

Page 1-9, first sentence, how does one rationalize spent fuel disposal

with the indication that " valuable subsurface resources that could encourage

scrivities related to exploration and recovers"would eliminate sites?
'

(iv) would indicate that "the lack of substantive geochemical properties

to significantly retard radionuclide migration to carry with it the presumption

of site unsuitability," seems to be overdrawn, since it is only one of the
.

retarding factors. One could easily install man-made barriers.

Page 3-3 - second paragraph, third sentence, the " waste packages provide a

means to transport and shield the waste." "Ihis should indicate that waste
"

packages are nore than that and thus provide containment as well, at least

for the short tem.

Page 3-4 - third full paragraph "in order to reasonably demonstrate the

sufficient isolation of radioactive waste, each of the three components of

the repository system must contribute to:" One can see that, as mentioned

earlier, each of the components does not have to, in itself, make the site

desirable. It is the sum total that is important, not the individual

components.

Page 3-15 - 25 square kilometers and 10 cubic kilometers were previously

used. That does not make them ideal for all circumstances.

Page 3-21 - section 3.4.1.3. - item 2 "each of the site conponents to

provide a margin of, safety and it requires . . ." Again the same comentsf

about each.

Page 3-23 item 3.4.3. - fourth line from the bottom - no definition of

" biologically significant."
1
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Page 3-24 - fourth line "verv icng travel times." No definition.

Page 3-25 - middle of the first paragraph
"as noted by Heckman and others,

Since,
. . . radioactive decay has not substantially reduced the hazard."

at the end of the time period, the fission products are gone, the toxicity

has been substantially reduced, as a matter of fact, by four or five orders

of magnitude. %-

Page 3-26 - first full paragranh - it is very important item and yet it is
It should be enphasized up front that "this ob.iectiverelegated to the rear.

through different combinations of site parameters."
Does not indicate

Page 4-2 - second paragraph - item 3 - verification.

over what period; how it should be done or whether one can do a retrospective

type verification in trying to fit the models to natural phenomena that have

already occurred.

Page 4-7 - item 3 - should indicate that hydraulic recharge and discharge .

areas are also critical areas.

Page 4-51 - last complete sentence - makes no sense whatsoever whe,n it

says "as such there may be too many factors to pemit use of modeling."

That is the reason why one does modeling because there are so many Sctors

that one cannot do a simple hand calculation or detennine the outcome

intuitively.

Page 4-55 - last full sentence - indicates that the near field is far more

important than the far field, because it might be possible to short circuit
This is an area thatthrough the far field by changes in the near field.

It should be notedneeds further development by the Departnent of Energy.

that, in spite of any short circuiting in the near field, there may be

sufficient latitude in the far field to absorb short circuiting in the near

If that is so, it should be stated very explicitly.field.
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Page 4-62 - iten 4.5.2.4. - second and third sentences - ignores the work-i

done in Sweden and elsewhere on near field tests to measure the flow of
nuclides.

Pr.r 5'-3 - item 8 - the final sentence.in the first paragraph is very
. Yet in no place does this report say what is the range of latitude

-

important.-
It needs to be spelled out in

in adverse conditions that is acceptable.

very great detail, and yet it is not.
.

Page 5-6 - last full sentence in the first paragraph - the emphasis seems
Since

to be on this "little influence on all the perfomance objectives."

it was previously indicated that if the process is rate-limited in a number

of the perfomance objectives, then it is not necessary to show that all of

them linit the dose.

Page 5-11 - first paragraph - it is not indicated who will resolve at an
_

early time the definition of " acceptable risk." I agree that it is vitally

inportant but there is nothing indicated here as to how it will be

resolved.

Page 5-25 - section 5.2.1.3. - needs to indicate that site is unsuitable if

the influences on groundwater are adverse.

Page 6-1 - end of page - needs to indicate volume of water flowing is important,~

as well as velocity.

Page 6-5 - first line "recuired favora Q . . ." seems incompatible.

Page 6-6 - last line - same comment.

Page 6-20 - first full sentence - not " dose significant" only accessible.

June 18, 1980

~
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Neville G. vi. Cook
3261 Rohrer Leive
Lafayette, Ct.lifornia 94549
June 11, 1980

Mr. L. B. Myers
Office of haclear Waste Isolationo

505 King Avenue
Columbus, Ohio 43201

'

Dear Mr. Myers:

COMMENTS ON NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
ADVANCE NOTICE OF PROPOSED RULEMAKING.
Technical Criteria for Regulating Geologic
Disposal High-level Radioactive Waste
10CFR60 (Subparts E-1)

These comments concerning the technical criteria for regulating geologic
disposa'l of high-level radioactive waste are made in response to a letter from
Dr. W.'A. Carbiener of ONWI dated May 27, with which were enclosed copies of the
May 13 Federal Register and background information from the USNRC Public Document
Room.

The latter information on " Technical Support Documentation for the
Siting Requirements in USNRC 10CFR Part 60: Disposal of High-Level Radioactive
Waste in Geologic Repositories", proved to be of particular assistance, and
includes a commendably useful list of references.

The treatment of this question in the Federal Register both in the
Supplementary Information and in Subpart E is very uneven, reflecting probably
the current -state of knowledge. However, a more systematic presentation would
likely lead to a clearer identification 'of the problems, and specifications of
the criteria.

For. example, under the heading " Nature of the Problem" five distinct areas
are identified, namely, . (1) Lifetime of the Repository, (2) Physicad Extent, (3)
Waste / Rock Interaction, (4) Treatment of Uncertainties and (5) numan Intrusions.

. Altnough tnese problems are important, tney do not seem to define any nierarcnical
system.

. . . continued . ..
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. L. B. Myers. Page 2 - .W

Les 11, 1980.
.

It has seemed to me always that the foremost motivation for geologic
:iss: sal is that it makes radioactive wastes much 'ess accessible to human
a: tion and less susceptacle to meteorological and geologic changes in the long-term,
- .an can be envisaged for any form of near surf ace storage. If this is so, the

rext ,ost important question is: Do there exist rccks at convenient depths and

c# sufficient extent within which it is practicable to develop a repository of a
seful size? Is this question not more pertinent than the discussion on page

T.33 under (2) Physical Extent? If rocks within which a useful repository

c:ulc be developec exist, is tne next question not: Do such rocks exist witnin
;icicgic and nycrologic settings likely to provide assurance of tne safety and
stacility of a repository, in both the short- and the long-term, and of the
isciation of radioactive wastes witnin it? Provided that these two questions
car. te answered in the affirmative, and to date there does not apoear to be any'

seidence tnat tney cannot, the next level of detail such as waste /r,0ck interactions,

1.c tne methods by which the performance of a repository can be predicted and
ass; red, must be examinec.

The discussion under Considerations, starting on page 31396, includes
i e's which can be commended and others which can be criticized. As examples, a
ccmaendable statement is "The two most important attributes of the natural
carrier are that the site should be geologically simple and stable so that the
site can be eas ily understood . . .". On the other hand, a statement which can
:s criticized is "... whether tne geologic setting at a particular site can
#.! fill the stated purpose of the geologic barrier relies fundamentally on tne

! c scictive power of the' particular transport model appropriate to that site".
E f a:t, .the transport model may be quite correct but tne field data useo in it
c:a'.d easily be totally inadequate.

Finally, the statement that "The lack of empirical data on the performance
cf en;ineerec barriers or the inability to obtain credible data may preclude the
cevelopment of use of credible quantitative models in the shov:ing that eitner
19e uncertainties are addressed properly in the performance standards or the

;

| performance standards are met in a particular licensing action." is both clumsy
a .d confusing. The facts are that engineei ed barriers can be based on geologic
analogs, the behavior of which over long periods of time is known and the properties

, of wttich -have been, or can be, understood well . Such engineered barriers have
| a'l the long-term advantages of geologic media but their properties can be

understood, determined and controlled for use in achieving assured performancei

!- o# a repository.

The discussion and examples above indicate that the answer to Question I on
cage 31398 is "No, the list of considerations does not clearly, adequately and
fully-identify the relevant issues involved in disposal of HLW.".

Turning now to Subpart E, itself, at least two of the definitions may
lead c confusion. First, " ' Stability' - means the rate of natural processes
t fecting the site curing the recent geologic past are relatively low and will#

n:t significantly cnange during the next 10,000 years". This is neitner a
'

. continued . . . 1..
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rigorous.nor precise statement. Second " ' Underground Facility' - means
the civil engineered structure, including backfill raterials, but not includina
seals (emphasis added) in which waste-is emplaced"; in some rocks backfills anc
seals may have to be synonymous.

Under the headings of Performance objectives, Site and environs ownershio and
control and Siting reouirements, the Department of Energy is cirecteo to prov1oe
a numoer of . assurances. An important omission seems to exist in tnat it is not
always statec when the Department is to provide these assurances in relation to
repository design, development and licensing, how they are to be provided nor
how they are to be used. In f act, many of these assurances wil' have to be a
function of the development of the repository, because the data needed to provide
tnem will become available only as the repository is excavated and observations

,

and tests are made underground. ..

In practice, the selection of a potentially suitable site, the characterization
of such a site by surf ace exploration and, if f avorable, further by underground
exploration, followed by repository development and sealing is most likely to
proceed by a process of elimination. Initially, a number of sites that seem to
be potentially suitable as hosts for a repository will be selected, as directed
in the Message from the President. Only those, or that, site which undergoes
the whole sequence of sitt screening, characterization, testing and development
without revealing any features wnich disqualify it from providing reasonable
assurance that a repository constructed within it will provide isolation of
radioactive wastes from the biopshere is likely to be used.

With a few reservatiens noted below, the discussion under the heading Design
recuirements is probably the best section of Subpart E. Possibly, the reason
for Inis is that it is closest in character to questions for which precedents
-exist in licensing of reactors. Tne first reservation concerns Comoliance with
minino regulations; a repository is not a mine. To " design and construct" a
repository "to comply" with "all applicable Federal and State mining regulations"
may not result in the best repository. Cer,tainly, they should be applied where
beneficial ar d this is likely to be the case in the underground operations but
not applied idiscriminately elsewhere. Items 7 and 8 under this heading are
very imoorta;t; sufficiently so to warrant a separate discussion.

Items [2] Construction and macoing records and [3] Retention of cores and logs
~

on page 31406 anc otner vitally important oata are identifiec out no mention is
-made of how this information should be adduced to confirm or reject the suitability
of a site. Such information must be collected, analyzed and adduced on a~

continuing basis throughout the development of any repository.

Under' General desicn requirements for subsurface operation a highly significant
statement concerning tna cesign of a repository in modules is made. This

. . . continued . ..
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concept should not be limited to repositories where concurrent excavation anc
emplacement of wastes are planned; it is not unlikely that even a suitable
repository site will not be uniformly satisfactory in its properties. Modul ar
design ennances greatly tne opportunity for using tnose parts of a site which
are suitable, without jeopardizing them by including parts found to be less tnan
completely suitable.

In conclusion it is suggested that a systematic, hierarchical approach to the
establishment of geologic waste repositories is likely to f acilitate the
development of defensible. regulatory criteria, including those of a specific-
. nature, and that it is important to recognize that the establishment of a
repository is likely to be a continuing process of selection based on the
absence of any features which would disqualify a site or the repository within

,

it, from providing reasonable assurance that radioactive wastes wil,1 be isolated
from the biopshere adequately.

Yours sincerely,

Nud 4.W C 4.

Neville G. w. Cook
Member ONWI Earth Science Review Group

,

NGWC/em
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Deprrtment of Ge31ogiccl Scicncasp

5,? Cornell University3
+a-

'Ithaca, New York 14853--

Mr. L.B. Myers
Office of Nuclear Waste Isolation
Battelle
505 King Ave.
Columbus, Ohio 43201 26 June 1980

Dear Mr. Myers,

Enclosed are my coments on 10CFR60, sub-parts E-1. I apologize
for being tardy with this. My schedule during the past six weeks has
been so crowded that I simply have not had enough time to get everything
cocpleted in ti=e. I have very carefully studied this document, and
chose to be late rather than do a hasty job of it. I have sent copies
of these cocments to the other ce=bers of the Earth Science R view Panel.
-and to Dr. Carbienier.

.

Sinere[yyours,/
( / //

W /

/GbLR
John M. Bird
Professor of Geology

,
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COMMENTS ON THE- NUCLEAR REGULATORY ComiISSION DOCUMENT 10CFR60, TECHNICAL

CRITERIA FOR. REGULATING GEOLOGIC DISPOSAL HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE, IN

THE FEDERAL REGISTER OF 13 MAY 1980, PAGES 31393-31408.

JOHN M. BIRD

CORNELL UNIVERSITY

ITHACA, N.Y. 14853

GENERAL COMMENTS
r

Concern about the safe disposal of radioactive vaste has led to the

general agreement that high-level wastes might best be buried withi,n rocks

of-the Earth's' crust. This consensus is founded on the knowledge that

geologic features can be very old, and that a mined repository could be

essentiallypermanentandisolatedfromthebiospheredyingthetime
required for isolation of the radioactive wastes.' Essentially, two main

barriers are provided by geologic disposal, containment of the vaste in

a vaste-form and " package" that can be very resistant to leaching, and

utilization of rocks, that because of their composition, geometry, and

age, could prevent or retard possible migration, via ground water, of
-

the. radioactive elements to the biosphere. The various proposals for

geologic waste-disposal utilize our knowledge of the behavior of rocks

and geologic processes,-and our ability to determine the amounts of time

during which many various rocks and geologic features in the Earth's
.

crust have persisted.

For many centuries mankind has extracted geological materials from

the Earth. ' Today , we have a highly developed knowledge and technology of
.

mining, and exploration for useful rocks and minerals. In fact, the

.
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basis for industrial economics is mineral and fuel extraction from the

crust of the Earth. Geologic disposal of radioactive waste involves

. mining practice, however, with a very significant difference. What is

desired, the opposite of a mine, is to put radioactive waste 'to the

Earth so as to completely isolate it from the biosphere for times

sufficient to ensure complete safety. 'Unfortunately, the magnitude

and difficulty of this task have been underese.1=ated until a few years

ago. Now the magnitude and difficulty are being overestimated, and

confused, in the context of the geologic aspects of the task. It is
,

known that many of the various ore bodies and other rock resources

mined by humans are hundreds, even thousands of millions of years o"ld.

A very sophisticated technology exists for ' dating these rockc, and a

great deal is known about how these rocks have formed and persisted
,

during geologic time. . We know a great deal about how to extract mineral
l

resources. What we want to know now is how to return something into the ;

I
Earth so that it stays there. Therefore, it is my view that, essentially,

we must utilize all those aspects of rocks, minerals, and geologic

processes that produce " permanent" geologic assemblages, for the design
I

and construction of a geologic repository. Rather than " fight" the |

geologic' environment by constructing an " unnatural" repository that would

inexorably be altered by geologic processes, we must construct a repository

of materials and within sites that can be demonstrated will remain in

geologic " equilibrium" at depth, for a ti=e sufficient to insure complete,

isolation and immobilization of the vaste. Appropriate rocks , analogs

of rocks and minerals, and geologic processes can be incorporated in the'

; design 'and construction in ways that enhance our confidence in the safety

'and permanence of the repository. For example, the heat generated by the

, _ _ _ _ . , _ _ . . _ - . - _ - - .
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radioactive vaste can be used to drive mineralogic reactions that further

seal the host-rocks and retard water-cigration; waste cannisters can be

made of analogs of natural rocks and minerals having properties that

provide great inertness and strength. My view is that the underlying

philosophy for geologic disposal of radioactive waste should be to

utilize all the various geologic materials and processes that lead to

chemical stability and permanenc6 as can be demonstrated in natural

geologic examples. In a sense, geologic disposal of radioactive vaste

is the reverse of mining. Certainly there is nothing "new" about mining.

However, what we are attempting is to create a long-lasting geologic
,

feature rather than consuming one. The difficulty and magnitude of'the

task can, I believe, be constrained and well-defined by exis ting geologic
,

knowledge. Our confidence in our ability to do so, and our confidence in

resulting repository designs, will be based on our understanding of
,

geology and geologic time rather than " expert" opinions. It is not enough

to satisfy a select group of experts that the design is viable and safe.

Although the repssitory must be evaluated and demonstrated to be safe in

the mest rigorous ways by our most capable minde, it must also be under-4

standable and acceptable to all concerned. We should be able to explain
.

and predict the behavior of the geologic repository in terms similar to

those used to explain a 150 million-year-old dinosaur skeleton to a

museum visitor.

It is with these views that I have studied 10CFR60,E-1; I have
.

concentrated on those parts that are within my expertise, geology.'

This is in many. ways a very good document. It provides a great deal

of information about various aspects of the endeavor, and tasks that.

must be , completed. Houever, I find that appreciation of the geologic

,

_ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . - _-.
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aspects of the task is, in places confused or lacking. The document

f airly states what the objectives are; however, it does not provide much

evidence of a basic understanding of geologic materials and processes,

.and the opportunities for utilizing this knowledge to enhance the

permanence and safetf'of a mined repository. Rather, the document

reflects.a lack of confidence and understanding in detail of the geologic

aspects of Geologic Disposal.

SPECIFIC COMMENTS

P. 31394, Nature of the Problem, 1st caracraoh. It is not clear how these

"five distinct problem areas", lifetime of the repository, physical, extent,

waste / rock interaction, treatment of uncertainties , and human intrusions,

supercede other, more fundacental questions pertinent to regulation of

geologic disposal. Although they are important, tnere are other questions

! of equal or greater importance, eg. tne validity'of the basic premises of

geologic aisposal, the existence of appropriate sites, rocks, and limited

hydrologic conditions. Also, it can be argued that one or two largr,

repositories present problems that could be avoided by constructing many
:
I- small repositories. As more vaste is concentrated into a single site,

the potential dangers increase significantly. A.E. Ringwood (pers. comm.

. and pre-print, April,1980) has argued that deep-drill-hole burial in

many sites'has significant advantages. Has it been shown that large

repositories at a few sites are preferable to many small and therefore
'

dispersed, deep repositories?

P. 31395, no. 3, vaste/ rock interaction. "The chemical and thermal

. properties .of the vastes undoubtedly will have a significant interaction

with the. rock unit into which they.are emplaced". Although significant

, - _ . . _ _ _ . __ _ . _ - . - _ . . _ __
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heat would be generated by the waste, and would affect the surrounding

rock, the statement i= plies that che=ical reactions also would take place

between the vasta and the rock. One would certainly hope not! The

technology exists to matrix the vaste in extremely inert materials and

to encapsulate the vaste-matrix material in containers and overpacks

that constitute a package that would prevent che=ical reactions between

the vaste and host-rock. The matrix =aterial and container can be

constructed of analogs of minerals and rocks that are extremely inert,

resistant to leaching, and of very high mechanical strength. Their

behavior in repository conditions can be predicted from examples in the

; geologic record. -

1

P. 31395, no. 4, Treatment of uncertainties. The statement, "First

geologic disposal is an entirely new enterprise -- no experience exists

with geologic disposal" is misleading. The endeavor of geologic disposal

*
of radioactive waste is not comparable in difficulty, for exanple, to

landing on the moon. A great deal of experience and technology already

exist to facilitate the task. What we want to do is, in a sense, the

reverse of mining. What we want to have is great conf'idence in the
:

permanence and safety of the resulting construction. Also, in the next

sentence " based upon observations of the past" does not =ake sense.

What is intended, I believe, is -- based on observations and interpretations

of the geologic record. The discussion of uncertainty is rather complex

and confusing. I would argue that a large nu=ber of " geologic and *

hydrologic ele =ents" in itself does not always lead to conpounding

uncertainty, Would one argue that a detailed map of the rivers of the

U.S. is uncertain? We must specify scales when considering uncertainties

.

f
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in geologic features or processes. Also, the last sentence is certainly

wrong. How is it possible to argue that te= poral and spatial relations

are " separable aspects" of geologic disposal? This sentence suppo'rts

my. earlier view that the docu=ent is in places lacking in geologic

understanding.

P. 31395, no. 5, Human intrusions. "The only logical recourse, since

engineering against hu=an intrusion is i=possible practically, is to

avoid targets, i.e. sites which may invite such intrusion". If significant

amounts of spent fuel are put into a geologic repository, an ore body has

been created. .

P. 31396, considerations, (1) systems acoroach. The concept of " natural

and engineered barriers" has led to considerable problems in assessing

geologic disposal schemes. I consider this section to be one .of the best

examples in 10CFR part 60 of a lack of basic understanidng about the

geologic aspects of geologic disposal. If one argues that all of the

components of the repository must be made of geologic materials or analogs

of geologic materials, including the waste package, then " engineered

barriers" are not something comprised of an artificial material for which

there is no analog to be studied in the geologic record. In other words,

much of the discussion in this section is based on the view that the

repository will contain parts made of artificial caterials that will

change or f ail during the lifetime of the repository. It is stated that --

"The state-of-the-art in the Earth sciences is such that all of the

uncertaintf es associated with these functions can not be resolved through

consideration of the geologic setting". This is not so. The Earth
-

sciences can explain in great detail how rocks billions of yearc old,

|
r
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formed and have existed to the present. Given a specific geologic site,

many combinations of " engineered barriers" comprised of analogs of

geologic materials can be compared and selected in designs to reduce

or eliminate uncertainties about the performance of the repository.

. The statement - " Engineering can be used to narrow the extent of
-

geologic processes. which need to be considered in the rule making and

licensing processes; that is, engineering can be used to bound and/or
.

diminish the importance of certain geologic processes" -- does not make

{ much sense. Essentially, this is a philosophy thac one " fights" the

geologic features. I would argue that the repository must utilize the

geology and be comprised of geologic materials. of known properties and<

behavior under the conditions that would prevail in the geologic setting.

Finally, the statement.- "Similarly, to the greatest extent possible,
_

! the performance of the -engineered systems should-be insensitive to changes
i

in those characteristics and should provide a high degree of protection

by themselves" reflects a lack of understanding about the possibility of

' ntroducing ingredients into the repository /vaste package tnat ini

.

anticipation of changes such as inflow of water, would be sensitive to

the change and . react in such a way as to counter the adverse event.

Many such. analogs of rock / mineral systems could be " engineered" from

cur understanding of ' geologic environments and processes. These possible

ingredients' for specific sites and anticipated processes need to be
:

studied in detail. They promise to greatly increase our confidence .

about the behavior of a repository during its lifetime.

:

P. 31397, no. 3, The nature of the major regulatorv elements. "The two

most important attributes of the natural barrier are that the site should

-- . . . - __. ,
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be geologically simple and stable so that the site can be easily understood

and so that there can be confidence that the ability of the site to contain

and isolate the wastes will remain viable for long times". I would ask

-what constitutes " simple and stable". For example, basalt is not a ,

" simple" rock in terms of its composition. What constitutes stability, |
i

eg. tectonic stability, chemical stability, thermal stability, and to
.

what limits? In the second paragraph, - "their insensitivity to any

changes la the site characteristics so that there can be confidence in

the predictability of their performance over time"; this requirement is

wrong. It can be argued that one can engineer a " barrier" that would be

sensitive to a change, and would react so as to counter deleterious * effects'

of the change. -For example, an overpack containing MgO would react with
,

''

entering water to produce brucite, Mg(OH)2 The reaction has a significant

volume increase e.nd could tend to seal the water; pathways and counter the

a further encroachment of water.

1

P. 31397, no. 5, Codification of models in licensing process. The first

sentence of the second paragraph is too complex. Also, as stated in the

next sentence, I am not sure that it is a fact. However, the point that
,

; we should not rely solely on quantitative calculations and assessments in

developing _ technical criteria, or licensing, is very important. It is

well known that geologic features and processes have many variables.

Attempts at quantification can lead to a great deal of effort to solve
'

what might be relatively unimportant or ancillary questions.E

f P.'313983'Ist column,17 lines from bottom, -- a satisfactory if imprecise

margin 'of . safety for site characteristics and engineering design can be

realized,". What'is an imprecise margin of safety? I do not think it

wouldThesatisfactory.-
,

_ . _
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-P; 31398. Questions (1). My view, from the preceding is no, the list of l
~

considerations does not clearly, adequately and fully identify the

relevant issues involved in the disposal of high-level wastes.

P. 31399. Sub-part E. Technical Criteria, definitions. "' Expected
L

processes or events'i- means those natural processes or events that are

'likely to degrade the engineered elements of the geologic repository

during a given period after decommissioning." How are these processes

or events distinguished as being deleterious? Some might improve an

" engineered" barrier, as discussed earlier,.

"any additional receptable (sic),P. 31399, 2nd column, overoack. --

wrapper,-box or other structure" -- I would suggest adding material to
|

! the list because a component of the overpack might not be only structural.
|

P. 31399, 3rd column, stabilitv. The definition-is too imprecise, and

does not make clear the distinction between rate o.' natural processes

versus events of short duration during the specified period of the next

10,000 years.
.

P. 31399, 3rd colu=n, underground faciliev. Seals might be made of

geologic materials and be part of the engineered structure.

P. 31400, Siting requirements, (a) general requirements. It is not clear

what'- "not so complex" means. For example, the tectonics of salt domes

can be very complex and the petrology of the rock salt relatively simple..

The tectonics of plateau basalts is relatively simple whereas the petrology
,

!
of the basalt is quite complex. This is an important requirement.and its

intentions must be made quite clear._ Under (2) - "The natural conditions

i
*

|

!
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include geologic, tectonic, hydrologic and climatic process". " Tectonic"

and " hydrologic" are part of the geology of a site and should not be

distinguished as separate " natural conditions". In (i) following, on

what basis was 100 kms selected. The list of objectives of understanding

the geology and climate of a site preclude specifying such a distance'

before-hand. This distance would have to be evaluated on a site-by-site

b asis .-

P. 31401, 1st colu=n, (8). Under (ii) -- have not been exploited but are
.

exploitable under present technology and mhrket conditions". This is an

important task. However, it is not clear why, in tercs of the desire to

understand the possibilities of human intrusion, why the. resources would

be estimated using present market conditions. For example, one hundred

years ago, a large copper ore body became uneconomic if the grade of the

ore went below approximately 14%. Today, such an ore body would be valuable.

P. 31401, 2nd column, (1)-(vi) . At what level would all of these questions

and tasks be resolved? I very much doubt that all of the fractures, for
,

example, at a given site could be recorded; how would the " bulk geomechanical

properties" be recorded, and at what level of detail, ete? These topics

constitute a list of things that, from a geologic point of view, could

never be " satisfied" beyond some' level of accuracy and description. To

. present such a list in the way it is here again reflects a lack of

judgement and understanding of geologic features, processes, and the ways.

_they are studied.
;

P. 31401,'3rd colu=n, (1)-(111). Present market conditions should not be
.

used,'as discussed previously.
. ,
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P. 31401. 3rd colu=n, (2)-(11). "There is evidence of dissolutioning,

such as karst features, breccia pipes, or insoluble residues". Many

braccia pipes are nct the result'of "dissolutioning", such as diatremes.
;

Many' sedimentary rocks contain evidence of dissolutioning, such as

styolites in limestone, and clay mineral segregations in rock salt.

These features would not necessarily be potentially adverse natural

conditions in a site. Also, under (iv) what amount of activity of the

fault would be serious? It can be argued that all faults are active,

even very ancient and " inactive" ones, because of tidal forces and plate
,

movement. It is very important that (1) through (vii) be re-written and
I

very carefully considered. These statements are based on the premise
!

that any geologic " activity" would be detrimental to the site. One can

argue that the converse might be true in the context of using geologic

processes to enhance the repository design! .

P. 31402. (4) Potentially adverse natural conditions -- geochemical,

following to' design recuirements. This section is confusing and imprecise.

It reflects a lack of understanding of potential benefits of ground water

on sealing certain kinds of rock. Although it is true that vcate-generated

heat would tend to increase water flow, it is also possible that such an

;
~

~ ffect might be utilized to drive mineralogic reactions that would seale

fractures and effectively prevent the water from reaching the waste
i

package. This section reflects the general assc=ption that water in

.

the. repository site is always an adverse condition. We are not yet sure

that this is so.
!

P. 31402, Design recuirements. I do not have significant com=ents on this

L 'section. I found it to be clear and well thought-out, and the best part-

ofi che 10CFR60 docu=ent.


